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Note from the CEO

A

s infant formula shortages force parents to be creative in
finding new types of supply, the post-pandemic world
forces us all to be more aware of what products we
need, and what systems we rely on to get them. Pharmaceutical
companies, already focused heavily on implementing serialization tools for the US Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA)
requirements, could “… link serialization data with temperature
data collected along the supply chain (such as storage, transportation, last mile, and more) to gain better end-to-end visibility and
leverage stability budgets across the supply chain,” conjectures
an Elpro representative in an article in this issue on cold chain
advances by Suzanne Shelley (1). Vaccine access and efficacy conversation has had a spillover effect placing food and drug supply
more into mainstream conversation.
Inside that conversation, one of the largest (missed?)
opportunities and unmet needs continues to be neurological
health. The second installment of BioPharm’s sister publication’s, Pharmaceutical Technology’s, new series “Weighing Up
Big Pharma” looks with a Sophoclean steady gaze at industry
performance. One major conclusion is that, “Pharma should
expand on successful cell therapies in oncology by applying
these development and manufacturing methods to neuronal cell
therapies,” asserts author Marina Necdina (2). She also contends that products have resorted to dealing with effects (such
as beta amyloid plaques) rather than their root causes. Memory
enhancing drugs—both in business performance and private
pursuits—would be on most people’s wish list as welcome additions. But ending or mitigating neurodegenerative diseases are a
holy grail, worth any effort.
And as a parting thought, more than 25% of drugs on the
market worldwide and candidates in the pharmaceutical pipeline were considered to be formulated with highly potent APIs
(HPAPIs) in 2020. More than 115 contract manufacturing organizations had the capability to produce highly potent drugs, and
many had recently invested or were in the process of implementing capacity expansions to meet growing demand for HPAPIs
and products formulated with them. “But in addition to specialized facilities, equipment and highly trained personnel,” writes
Cynthia Challener, “organizations developing and manufacturing
highly potent drugs must have the requisite expertise to overcome
numerous formulating challenges ranging from lack of sufficient
toxicity data to managing poor solubility and bioavailability to
ensuring uniform dosing of low concentrations of HPAPIs” (3).
How to manage manufacture and deployment of these strong
drugs, remains a challenge.

REFERENCES
1. S. Shelley, BioPharm Int’l. 35 (7) (2022).
2. M. Necdina, PharmTech 46 (7) (2022).
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From the Editor

Process
Development
Struggles with
Molecular Diversity

O

Chris Spivey is
f necessity, we are living in a the editorial
director of
post Lipinksi rule of 5 world. No BioPharm International.
one expects traditional approaches will meet future
needs, Both small and large molecules, having some form of
accelerated designation, are proliferating in the pipeline. Smallmolecule drugs suffer longstanding issues with bioavailability
and solubility, as key development considerations. As we reach
further afield in the molecular universe to overcome these
issues, we encounter new types of problems to resolve.
Broader molecular diversity inhibits progress in the sense
that diverse groups cannot come to agreement on basic questions of biology, patient safety, and manufacturing guidelines.
What is an effective but safe total vector genome dose per
kilogram, for example? Or does the percentage of empty capsids hurt or help a therapy?
There is an absorbing observation in a podcast by Nicole
Paulk, a professor at the Universit y of California San
Francisco, who reflects that one can argue opposite cases from
the literature (1), … “empty capsids might be a good thing
because they can sop up like a sponge these preexisting neutralizing antibodies against that particular capsid serotype, so
that more, full packaged capsids can get to the target tissue to
transduce. But then there is also literature that says the more
empty capsids that you have, the less potent your vector is, and
that these also might be immunogenic, because they might
not be perfectly formed capsids, etc. … and they might have
their own modifications on them, or be packaging non-desired genomes, such as host cell genomes in which these
viruses were made in.” Disagreement on basic biology is going
to cause differences in industrial process design decisions.
Eventually guidelines will be produced, but until then, their
lack will act as a drag on progress in manufacturing. And that
is true for all the new molecular chemistries we now confront.
The industry may want to establish a sort of chemical
diversity and inclusion training program for process development departments. In sport, the Olympics exhorts us to go
“faster, higher, further”. Pharmaceutical sciences may want
to consider operating on a “faster, smarter, broader, and more
digital” footing.

REFERENCE

1. Phacilitate, Does AAV Have a Long Term Future? With
Nicole Paulk, Phacilitate Talks, Podcast, Phacilitate.com,
Sep 12, 2021. ◆
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Regulatory Beat

FDA Advances Quality Initiatives
to Combat Drug Shortages
Agency leaders are moving to develop a rating system to identify
those drug manufacturers with more dependable production operations.
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Act (Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic
Security Act) enacted in March 2020 expanded
the information FDA may collect on manufacturing discontinuations and interruptions and
enhanced agency authority to expedite approvals and inspections of drugs to offset shortages,
as discussed in the agency’s annual report to
Congress on drug shortages for 2020 (1).

RATING QUALITY
Despite these efforts, shortages continue for both
new and low-cost products such as IV fluids and
widely used painkillers due to limited manufacturing lines and ramped-up demand for new
vaccines and therapies. But quality-related issues
are the most prominent cause of shortages, noted
Valerie Jensen, associate director of the drug
shortage staff in the Center for Drug Evaluation
and Research (CDER). She explained at FDA’s
webinar on CDER’s quality management maturity
(QMM) program on May 24–25, 2022 that 55% of
drug shortages in 2021 were attributed to manufacturing delays and quality-related issues.
The situation has bolstered FDA’s initiative to
develop a rating system to incentivize drug manufacturers to create QMM programs for their facilities. The aim is to provide evidence for drug
purchasers, such as health providers and payors,
for rewarding pharmaceutical companies that
invest in more modern and reliable QMM systems
and thus are able to ensure product value, as proposed in FDA’s 2019 report on the Root Causes and
Potential Solutions to Drug Shortages (2).
FDA outlines its proposed QMM rating system in a white paper issued in April 2022 on
how QMM is “essential” for a stable US supply
chain of quality pharmaceuticals (3). However,
manufacturers have long objected to publicly available ratings of their operations and

www.biopharminternational.com
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F

or years, FDA officials have been pressing
pharmaceutical manufacturers to invest
in quality production systems to avoid
plant shutdowns and manufacturing stoppages.
The current baby formula shortage crisis, while
not involving drugs, illustrates the catastrophic
effects of company failures to ensure that regulated facilities reliably meet safety and quality
standards. But despite multiple agency initiatives to encourage quality drug production, the
response has been disappointing. A main factor
is that payors and healthcare systems are reluctant to pay extra for potentially more reliable
supplies. Therefore, agency leaders once again
are moving to develop a rating system to identify
those drug manufacturers with more dependable
production operations and to encourage market
support for the resulting medical products.
Under the current system, serious shortages
have continued to erupt for many critical medicines, notably for many low-cost, common treatments that carry low prices. The situation has
been aggravated by the COVID-19 pandemic,
where supply chain disruptions have blocked
access to needed ingredients and production
supplies such as filters, stoppers, and
IV fluid bags, adding to production
difficulties and costs.
FDA has worked with the pharmaceutical industry over the past decade
to devise ways to better ensure patient
access to medicines, particularly critical treatments. Advance notification
to FDA of production changes or facility closures likely to lead to shortages
Jill Wechsler is has enabled FDA to expedite reviews
BioPharm International’s and inspections to remedy many supWashington editor, ply problems or identify other manjillwechsler7@gmail.com. ufacturers able to step in. The CARES

Regulatory Beat

continue to criticize specifics in
FDA’s plan for collecting metrics
data in the proposed four areas.
Generics makers and contract manufacturers are notably opposed to
the current plan, and biologics firms
don’t want to be included.
A publicly available QMM rating
system could support “resilience
contracting” by health plans, based
on quality and reliability in addition to price, observed drug shortage
expert Erin Fox, senior pharmacy
director for University of Utah
Health, at the FDA QMM workshop.
She acknowledged that “quality and
reliability will cost more,” but that
the cost of shortages has a broader
impact. One proposal, she said, is
that accreditation organizations for
hospitals and health systems should
add to their evaluations the QMM
ratings on the medicines purchased
and on the frequency of shortages
that negatively affect patient care.
Fox also backs an international trade
agreement that prohibits export
bans on key components of global
medical products.

MANAGING RISKS
FDA also advises manufacturers to
anticipate and prevent drug short-

ages by establishing “redundancy
risk management plans” (RMPs),
as detailed in FDA draft guidance published May 19, 2022 (4).
RMPs are required for producers
of life-supporting drugs and their
APIs and medical devices needed
to administer such critical treatments. F DA a lso recommends
RMPs for drugs to treat rare diseases, medical countermeasures
needed in public health emergencies, sole source products, drugs
with only one API manufacturer in
the supply chain, and drugs made
in facilities that have been cited by
FDA for manufacturing problems.
T he g u ida nce adv ises ma nufacturers to develop RMPs that
identif y likely hazards to production and estimate the potential for something to go wrong,
similar to the process outlined in
the Q9 Quality Risk Management
guidance from the International
Council for Harmonisation (ICH).
Risk control components likely to
avoid disruptions include building redundancy into manufacturing operations, assessing supply
chain controls, and establishing
strong relations with suppliers.
Manufacturers also should con-

duct annual risk reviews to revise
RMPs where needed.
CDE R of f ic ia ls e x pec t d r ug
shortages to continue, even though
the agency prevented more than
300 shortages this past year by
implementing regulatory flexibility and expediting submissions,
commented CDER Deputy Director
Douglas Throckmorton at FDA’s
annual regulatory education for
industry conference June 6, 2022.
CDER is working hard to maximize
its use of added information from
manufacturers to better understand the real reasons for potential
drug shortages and to be able to
intervene by finding another manufacturer or a missing component.
It’s critical, he said, to have the
“right kind of information from
manufacturers to us.”

REFERENCES

1. FDA, Drug Shortages for Calendar Year
2020, Report to Congress.
2. FDA, Drug Shortages: Root Causes and
Potential Solutions, 2019.
3. FDA, “Quality Management Maturity:
Essential for Stable U.S. Supply
Chains of Quality Pharmaceuticals,”
CDER, OPQ Whitepaper.
4. FDA, Risk Management Plans to
Mitigate the Potential for Drug
Shortages, Draft Guidance Document
(CDER, May 2022). ◆

Drug Solutions Podcast: FDA Weighs in on Advancing the Science of Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
BioPharm International’s sister publication, Pharmaceutical Technology,
presents the Drug Solutions podcast, where the editors chat with industry experts from across the pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical supply
chain. In this episode, Chris Spivey, editorial director, interviews FDA about
not being afraid to try new approaches and how they invite fresh ideas and
abundant communication.
Quality will forever be a topic of discussion for the pharmaceutical industry,
and who better to share their insight than FDA? Director of FDA’s Office of
Pharmaceutical Quality, Michael Kopcha, deputy director of science, Sau Lee,
and deputy director of operations, Cindy Buhse, join Chris Spivey, editorial
director, for a discussion about the following:
• Emerging technology programs
• The framework for regulatory advanced manufacturing
evaluation (FRAME)
• Quality management maturity ratings

www.biopharminternational.com

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality as a co-dependent variable of economic outcome
Advanced versus traditional manufacturing
Pandemic pressures and improved communication
Keeping up with biotech and emerging therapies
What attracts people to work at FDA
Re-shoring drug manufacturing to the United States
What manufacturers need to understand about advancing
pharmaceutical science.

Listen to the podcast
Visit www.PharmTech.com/view/drug-solutions-podcast-fda-weighsin-on-advancing-the-science-of-pharmaceutical-manufacturing to
listen to the podcast.
—The editors of BioPharm International
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Cover Story: Automation

Automating Biopharma Manufacturing
Automation and digitalization work together in the digital plant.

A

utomation—using machines rather than people to
perform tasks—offers benefits to biopharmaceutical
manufacturers in multiple facets of plant operation,
such as transporting materials, taking samples, and controlling
the process. Digitalization—replacing manual records with
digital ones and using data in a variety of digital tools and
connected systems—works synergistically with automated processes. Data collected from equipment that is connected via the
industrial Internet of things (IIoT) and analyzed with artificial
intelligence (AI), for example, allow the control system to know
when a process is trending out of specification, or when a piece
of equipment needs maintenance. The digital or “intelligent”
plant makes use of both automation and digitalization.
“With the advance of data science enabling factors such as
easy access to scalable memory and computing resources; our
growing competence in collecting, storing, and contextualizing data; advances in robotics; [and] the quickly evolving
method landscape driven by the open-source community,
the benefits of automation and simulation are becoming
accessible in the notoriously complicated realm of biopharma
manufacturing,” says Marcel von der Haar, head of product
strategy data analytics at Sartorius.
Business benefits of the digital plant include getting new
products to market faster; faster changeover of products, which
enables flexible and multi-product manufacturing; improved
10
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operational integrity, which includes predicting and correcting
potential problems before they occur; and real-time release,
which makes production faster and minimizes inventory, says
Nathan Pettus, president of process systems and solutions at
Emerson. Digital tools accelerate the pipeline and help commercialize products faster by easing technology transfer. “For
example, cloud-enabled knowledge management software that
manages product and process specifications through the entire
drug development lifecycle is enabling biopharma manufacturers to minimize errors in the tech transfer process,” says Pettus.
Automation leads to improved product quality and compliance, reduced risk, and improved productivity, says Heather
Coglaiti, global industry strategy and marketing lead for life
sciences, Rockwell Automation. An increase in right-firsttime occurrences leads to fewer deviations and investigations.
Predictive or adaptive mechanisms to prevent equipment
failure, as well as real-time asset management, help reduce
operational risk, she explains.
“Automation, even partially digitized, reduces the human
errors associated with batch-to-batch variability,” adds Dennis
Brandl, BRL Consulting. For example, automated dispensing systems have less variability than manual dispensing.
JENNIFER MARK ARIAN is manufac turing repor ter for
BioPharm International.
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Cover Story: Automation

Automation also eliminates human
error associated with manual data entry.
Automation provides consistency in
performance, quality, and process, agrees
Dushyant Arora, life sciences industry
manager for Siemens Pharma USA. He
explains that automation and digitalization enable online quality testing and
review-by-exception, which can enable
real-time release.

AUTOMATING FLEXIBLE AND
INTENSIFIED PROCESSES

Adoption of these technologies in biopharma is driven in part by the ongoing
push for speed-to-market and the trend
to flexible and multi-product manufacturing. Digital technologies are also a
crucial part of continuous processing.
“As life sciences plants have moved
away f rom manufacturing a single product and are focused more on
developing a wider range of specialized
treatments, the importance of flexible
manufacturing has taken center stage,”
explains Pettus. “Plug-and-play” capabilities of automation systems, which
enable flexible manufacturing and
faster technology transfer, are more
important than ever, he says.
For scaled-down and distributed systems that use multiple, identical manufacturing lines located in one facility or
at multiple sites, the ability to collect and
share information across the enterprise
is crucial, adds Pettus. “Today’s automation platforms leverage scalable ‘data
aggregators,’ often based on software-asa-service models and cloud-architectures.
[This ability to scale allows] companies
to use automation from the beginning,
develop the right process, and then scale
the solution as they build their business
and infrastructure globally,” he explains.
Pettus concludes, “At any scale, there is
too much at stake to dismiss automation
and digitalization, as they are truly critical pieces of the quality puzzle.”
Intensified and continuous processes
rely on real-time testing for process control. “We are focusing our efforts for the
‘factory of the future’ on process intensiwww.biopharminternational.com

fication and connecting unit operations
together, which is enabled by single-use
technology, automation, and process analytical technology (PAT),” says Darren
Verlenden, head of bioprocessing at
MilliporeSigma, the US and Canada life
science business of Merck KGaA.

Automation leads
to improved
product quality
and compliance,
reduced risk,
and improved
productivity.
MilliporeSigma’s good manufacturing practice (GMP) PAT platform for
bioprocessing includes a Raman spectroscopy analyzer and software that can
achieve in-line, real-time monitoring of
process parameters and quality attributes.
These data can be used to automate
control of the bioreactor. In April 2022,
the company acquired Lonza’s MAST
platform, an automated, sterile bioreactor sampling system; upon closing, it
will become part of MilliporeSigma’s
BioContinuum platform. The GMP
MAST system will help processors
evolve from manual sampling to automated sampling, says Verlenden.
Digital transformation is an ongoing
journey, says Verlenden. He adds that
some customers may want to run a fully
continuous, automated process, while
others want to intensify and automate
certain unit operations.

FUTURE FACILITIES

The digital biopharmaceutical manufacturing plant is the “facility of the
future,” but it is also a reality today.
Sanofi’s digital and paperless facility in
Framingham, Mass., for example, won
the 2020 overall Facility of the Year

Award (FOYA) from the International
Society for Pharmaceutical Engineering
(ISPE). The company says that the
manufacturing facility is 80 times more
productive than a traditional facility and
has a smaller environmental footprint (1).
ISPE’s 2022 FOYA category award for
innovation went to another digital plant
located in Framingham, Mass.: CRISPR
Therapeutics’ facility, which uses digital
systems and automation for production
and filling operations (2). Digital tools
allow this facility to manage multiple
production suites and products at different stages of development (2). Takeda
Pharmaceuticals International’s vaccine
facility in Singen, Germany won ISPE’s
2022 Pharma 4.0 category award for its
use of digital technologies, which include
an electronic batch record system, an
embedded warehouse management system, and autonomous mobile robots to
transport materials (3). ISPE’s Honorable
Mention-award winner, Iovance
Biotherapeutics’ autologous cell therapy
facility in Philadelphia, uses digital tools,
including electronic batch records and
centralized equipment monitoring (4).
Walvax Biotech’s new COVID-19
messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccine plant
in China is another example of an intelligent and digital plant; it uses Honeywell’s
batch process control, building and
energy management solution systems,
and digital twins to monitor assets (5).
“As the need for speed and agility
increases, biopharma production facilities
need some way to better visualize and
integrate batch processing across various
equipment and systems,” says Shawn
Opatka, vice-president and general
manager, life sciences at Honeywell. He
explains that the data capture, recording,
and reporting systems used by Walvax
will help maintain auditability as well as
optimize production. Opatka says that
data from the live process will be sent
to the digital twin, where operators can
proactively watch for problems and fix
them before they occur.
“The application of AI is paramount
and will continue to grow as many orgaJuly 2022
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nizations progress in their digitalization
journey,” says Opatka. “We see more
biopharma customers interested in having plants with planning and production executed automatically and using
advanced analytics.”

The digital
biopharmaceutical
manufacturing plant
is the “facility of the
future,” but it is also
a reality today.
DIGITAL TWINS AND AI

Using AI in predictive analytics to anticipate manufacturing problems—the
predictive plant—is the next level of
digital maturity after a connected plant,
says Yvonne Duckworth, Industry 4.0
specialist, director of digital technology,
and senior automation engineer at CRB.
“Predictive analytics can reduce downtime
and promote quality,” says Duckworth.
She points to a real-life example of a
vibrating agitator that unthreaded itself
before the operators noticed; if a vibration sensor had been attached to the
agitator, the control system would have
flagged the vibration as a concern before
it could have been seen by a human eye.
“Some equipment vendors don’t yet offer
this capability; some have vibration or
temperature sensors available as options,
and others offer a fully integrated predictive analytics platform,” says Duckworth.
“Vendors have been challenged over the
past year to have an answer to the question of predictive analytics capability.”
Another step forward on the digital journey is the use of digital twins,
which are digital models of a physical
system. Brandl says that digital twins
have been used for the past 30 years in
process industries where the chemistry of the processes is well understood.
Only recently, however, enabled by AI
12
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and data availability, have digital twins
been developed for biological processes,
where there is no ‘first principle’ development possible, he says. “Automation
brings in the data for machine learning
to model the dynamic processes of cell
growth and map it against the multiple
dimensions provided by advanced sensors,” explains Brandl.
Digital twins are being used today
in biopharma process development to
optimize the process in a simulated
environment. They can also be used for
collaborating in real-time across the value
chain and validating new lines and processes virtually, says Coglaiti.
“We will likely see biopharma manufacturers moving f rom using the
digital twin primarily as a simulation
and training component to making it
a key part of the overall dynamic control of the process,” suggests Pettus.
“Manufacturing models are becoming
more well defined and well understood,
and measurements that were virtually
impossible to understand in the past are
now enabled with various technologies
such as spectral-based techniques. As
the industry becomes more comfortable
with this more complex, closed-loop
control and includes the digital process response predictions with advanced
control techniques, we will see the digital twin become even more relevant
than it already is today.”
“Today, digital process twins based on
statistical models, such as multivariate
statistical process control, are increasingly widely applied to obtain predictive and even prescriptive insights into
biological process development as well
as GMP manufacturing,” adds Mark
Demesmaeker, head of data analytics at Sartorius. “We are now moving
toward the next step, which will combine
data-driven methods and mechanistic
concepts—such as growth kinetics and
specific metabolite consumption rates in
upstream processing, and fluid dynamics or neural networks in downstream
processing—to obtain enhanced observability of highly complex cell culture pro-

cesses or separation and purification steps.
This will allow the industry to advance
to a closed-loop model predictive control
strategy in the coming years.”
Experts agree that there are some
regulatory challenges to the concept of
applying AI-based models to closed-loop
controls. “The use of AI, or even machine
learning in a regulated environment,
still needs a more elaborated validation
framework to manifest [the] great promise [of these technologies],” says Dirk
Wollaert, digitalization lead at Siemens
Pharma headquarters.
Pettus says that Emerson and others
are working together in the BioPhorum
consortium to develop strategies
to meet this challenge. “We are optimistic that a path forward for these
remaining regulatory hurdles is already
underway, particularly as we continue
to work with BioPhorum, other similar organizations, and companies that
are already engaging regulatory bodies
around the world,” he explains.

Using AI in
predictive analytics
to anticipate
manufacturing
problems—the
predictive plant—is
the next level of
digital maturity after
a connected plant.
ADDRESSING CHALLENGES

Despite these many potential benefits,
one of the obstacles to automation is
the difficulty of calculating the return on
investment of a project. Identifying the
value is key, says Verlenden.
Duckworth agrees that cost can be a
barrier. “Identifying the problem you’re
www.biopharminternational.com
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trying to solve makes it easier to identify the savings,” she explains. Some are
concerned about the cost and effort of
revalidating an existing process, she adds.
“It is important for companies putting in a new facility to think about
what approach they want to take from
a digital technologies perspective,” adds
Duckworth. “A lighthouse approach
incorporates all the new technologies
at the start. A phased approach, however, can be more beneficial if there are
limited resources or a need for speed
to market. In this case, we can design
a robust network infrastructure which
will allow for more advanced digital
technologies to be added in later phases.”
Development-stage biotech companies that are moving to commercial
manufacturing may not be as familiar with automation and the requirements for using computer systems in
GMP environments, such as computer
system validation, says Michel Claes,
biopharma portfolio lead at Siemens.
System integrators can provide guidance, he suggests.
In the past, connecting different
types of equipment was a big challenge for automating bioprocesses, but
this difficulty has begun to be
addressed by modular systems and
open-source module type package
(MTP) communication protocols that
standardize the connections.
“With MTP, organizations can easily add new equipment without having
to worry about compatibility and need
not spend weeks or months integrating
equipment when moving from benchscale to production-scale,” says Pettus.
Standard interfaces make it easier
to integrate PAT sensors into automation systems, says Brandl. “Adding a
new sensor for pH, oxygen, or carbon
dioxide, for example, can be done at
10% of the cost that it was a few years
ago,” he says. Another key development
provides the ability to port automation logic across platforms, which is
important for biopharma companies
that have production in different parts
14
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of the world, says Brandl. “PLCOpen
has provided the ability to use the same
machine control strategies in different
facilities using locally supported automation systems,” he explains.
Industry members have been working with the BioPhorum consortium
to further pave the way for plug-andplay automation. A current issue is a
lack of standardization for data integrity
requirements, such as audit trails. In a
2021 paper, BioPhorum proposed a
harmonized audit trail model, which
is intended to stimulate development
of a formal international standard (6).

Digital twins
are being
used today in
biopharma process
development to
optimize the
process in
a simulated
environment.
Maintaining data integrity faces
multiple challenges. “Organizations
must centralize their data because traditional on-premises historians often
lack the metadata and contextualization required to uphold data integrity,” suggests Petter Mörée, managing
director for EMEA, Seeq. In addition,
he says, data must be reliably stored
and managed and available throughout
its lifecycle.
Having the right workforce with the
suitable skills necessary to incorporate
and maintain digital technologies can
be another challenge, says Duckworth.
Recognition of the need for workers to have digital skills is part of the
European Commission’s “Industry 5.0”

vision, which seeks a human-centric
approach to digital technologies (7)
and incorporates sustainability into the
way industries are moving forward.

LOOKING AHEAD

Technology is driving rapid and
significant change in biopharmaceutical manufacturing, with more to come,
experts suggest.
“Most industry players have merely
scratched the surface of what could
become a fully automated and digitally
twinned manufacturing process,” says von
der Haar. “At Sartorius, we are convinced
that the companies that adopt and master these methods will disrupt and guide
the biopharmaceutical industry in the
coming years, generating benefits ranging
from drastically reduced time-to-market,
lower process variability and failure rates,
[and] resource efficiency gains.”
“Real time release, one-click tech transfer, autonomous plants, and self-adjusting processes are going to be important
in our future,” says Pettus. “I would be
very surprised if these four areas are not
significantly developed and advanced in
the coming three to five years. The life
science industry is going to impact all of
humankind over the coming two decades
in ways similar to how the semiconductor
industry has over the past 50 years.”
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Evolution to a New Clinical Research
Environment for Cellular Therapies
Finding specific solutions to overcome uncertainty has
led to the evolution of a new clinical trial research environment.

C

ellular therapies are a therapeutic option for thousands of people with cancer, genetic, and degenerative diseases. Immense resources are being invested
into this therapeutic area as hundreds of academic research
groups, biotech companies, and top pharmaceutical companies
are working on cell therapies in their development pipelines.
Cellular products can show therapeutic effects based on
innate cellular capabilities, although many gene-modified cellular products are being developed to enhance, change, or add
new functions to cells. The current most successful technology for cell engineering is chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)
expression on the patients’ T lymphocytes. This artificial
receptor enhances the capacity of T cells to detect tumor cells,
kill them, and activate the whole immune system.
The CAR-T trials show impressive response rates and
survival outcomes in relapsed and ref ractory patients
with B-cell malignancies and multiple myeloma, leading
to growing new approvals by FDA and the European
Medicines Agency each day. Recently, clinical trials showed
the benefit of CAR-T in second-line therapy for lymphoma. Soon, multiple myeloma patients at early stages of
16
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the disease will be enrolled for trials with CAR-T targeting
B-cell maturation antigen.
There has been tremendous improvement in the safety
profile of CAR-T therapies because of increased knowledge
of early side effects and because of international consensus
guidelines for clinical management. Real-world data and
well-designed follow-up methodology show similar anti-tumor
efficacy and survival outcomes in the long term and a good
safety profile without new toxicities in the long term. The
clinical and technological progress that represents CAR-T has
been made possible by the close link among companies, regulatory agencies, patients, investigators, and sites.
Contract research organizations (CROs) have been the
glue to coordinate such strategic partnerships, supporting
all the stakeholders and equilibrating their genuine interests. Furthermore, the global resources of CROs have given
access to patients and companies across different countries.
IZASKUN ELORZA, MD, is the senior medical director for cell and
gene therapy at Parexel.
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Adaptability is a critical advantage
to working with CROs and contract
manufacturing organizations, as is having access to a multidisciplinary expert
group of people and resources that provide options when selecting the specific
services needed at any point throughout
the cell therapy development pathway.
Having experienced and expertise in conducting clinical trials and the desire to
support state-of-the-art therapies can
overcome the main challenges seen today
in cell therapy product development.

CLINICAL SITES EXPERTISE
AND TRIAL DESIGN

The primary challenge in cellular therapy is building trust in patients, advocacy groups, and investigators. Biotech
companies and enterprises must show
solid preclinical data and strong support
throughout the trial. The design of a protocol is also crucial. The protocol should
fit patients’ reality and have safety, tolerability, and quality of life at the frontline.
Many characteristics of cellular therapy,
such as supply chain, apheresis, and infusion, impact the recruitment of patients
in clinical trials. The Foundation for the
Accreditation of Cellular Therapy, the
Joint Accreditation Committee of the
International Society of Cellular Therapy,
and the European Society for Blood and
Marrow Transplantation have created
standard quality guidelines for appropriate clinical management of patients
involved in cell and gene therapy (CGT)
trials or treated with approved therapies. These standards include a guide
for donor evaluation, apheresis procedure,
and handling of cellular products. The
centers accredited by these committees
show multidisciplinary experience teams
and blood bank resources. The number of
CGT trials opened exceeds the number
of accredited centers, however. As these
institutions are large academic reference
centers, they sometimes lack resources
due to health necessities, as has happened with the COVID pandemic. On
the other hand, many candidates enrolled
in CGT trials are treated and then have
www.biopharminternational.com

follow-up appointments in middle-sized
community centers with limited experience, resources, and access to CGT trials.
The partnership among different health
resources will be critical in recruitment
and accessibility in clinical trials.
Cellular therapies are also studied
outside of oncology and hematology,
such as neurology and cardiology, from
regenerative medicine with pluripotent
cells to the anti-inflammatory effects
of mesenchymal stromal cells. The local
delivery of the cells is sometimes needed
to improve these products’ efficacy, which
is challenging for a clinical trial. The
product is not only a bag or vial with
cells but a part of a complex translational platform. The investigator and site
need specific training on delivery tools
because this approach can cause related
toxicity added to the cellular product
itself. This issue should be considered
when designing the product maximizing the option for easy delivery and fast
learning requirements and thinking in
the post-commercialization period.
The quality of the trial design in terms
of monitoring the patients and establishing reliable data management is paramount in cellular therapy clinical trials.
The lack of deep characterization tools
and methods often does not reveal rare
but critical safety concerns and can caused
regulatory holds to clinical trials. The
mandatory long-term follow-up in clinical trials with retroviral-based cell therapy
is 15 years. Furthermore, long-term safety
and efficacy assessment trials are mandatory after the product´s authorization
to protect patients and collect data for
further therapy development. The plan to
maintain contact with patients and community sites is crucial. Decentralized trial
methods preserve the quality of patient
follow-up and data collection improving
the quality of life of patients.

SCALE-UP CAR-T
MANUFACTURING

Cell therapy is an exciting therapeutic
area, rapidly evolving with clinical and
manufacturing challenges. CAR-Ts’

clinical success has driven companies
to develop more effective, safe, and persistent cellular therapies using other cell
types, such as natural killer (NK) cells
and macrophages, to treat other cancers, including solid tumors. The current use of retroviral vectors to insert
genetic information within cells can
cause oncogenic genetic changes. The
advent of genome editing technologies
such as clustered regularly interspaced
short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/
CRISPR-associated protein-9 has
enabled alternative strategies to improve
genetically modified cells’ safety, efficacy,
and manufacturing.
Autologous CAR-T implementation
has demonstrated to the industry and
the world how fast a transforming therapy can become part of the standard of
care for the unmet needs of patients. It is
time to design the path from small-scale
treatment to large-scale allogeneic therapies that can impact a broader patient
population. Allogeneic cell sources, “offthe-shelf ” therapy, from healthy donors
or pluripotent stem cells (PSC), are still
in early phases but are open to patients,
encouraging investigators, and simplifying operational challenges. The waiting
time during the manufacturing process of
three to four weeks is a severe limitation
of autologous CAR-T cell therapy products that have currently been approved.
Cells from induced PSC, in comparison,
can be manufactured without limits from
a single clonal cell bank, replicated, and
expanded, resulting in a consistent and
well-characterized product.
Some companies contract external
manufacturing services at the beginning
of development to have access to fast,
adaptable technology until finding positive results in terms of feasibility and
safety from early clinical trials. In the late
stages of clinical development, the internally manufactured product may make
more sense to control production and
costs. Other CGT developers only get
part of their starting material—cells or
Contin. on page 24
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AAE-MS as an
Orthogonal Method in
Host Cell Protein Analytics
ALLA ZILBERMAN

H

ost cell proteins (HCPs) copurify with biological drug
substances (DS) and pose
potential risks for both patients and
drug manufacturers. While many
HCPs are benign, some are immunogenic, others may interact with the
drug substance (DS) and impact its
efficacy, and others can interfere with
DS stability. Thus, the quantity and
nature of residual HCPs in DS are
generally considered a critical quality attribute (CQA) constituting a
significant component of a biopharmaceutical drug developer’s overall
risk-management strategy (1-3).
Identification and quantification of HCPs by mass spectrometry
(MS) is a powerful complementary
method to demonstrate the suitability of a HCP ELISA. When
combined with antibody affinity
extraction (AAE™), MS can be
used to demonstrate that an HCP
ELISA is suitable for the purpose

of monitoring purification process
consistency and product lot release.
AAE-MS™ can also be used to
identify and quantify HCPs in inprocess and DS samples.

ANTIBODY AFFINITY
EXTRACTION

Antibody Affinity Extraction
(AAE™), a type of immunoaffinity
chromatography, is an advanced
orthogonal method designed to
assess coverage of a polyclonal antibody to an array of HCPs present
in a given process, as well as HCP
antibody reactivity to downstream,
process-specific HCPs that may
co-purify with a drug substance.
Developed by Cygnus Technologies
in 2013, this method overcomes the
analytical deficiencies of the traditional 2D Western Blot (2D WB)
and two-dimensional differential
in blot electrophoresis (2D-DIBE)
orthogonal methods used to assess

Figure 1. Antibody coverage by AAE with 2D PAGE or MS analysis options.
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coverage of polyclonal antibodies to
total host cell protein. To perform
AAE, the polyclonal HCP antibody is covalently immobilized on
a chromatography support. The column is then conditioned to prevent
significant leaching of the antibody
and to minimize any non-specific
binding. The HCP sample in its
native, undenatured state is passed
over the column for binding and
then eluted with acid. The HCP
sample is again cycled over the column by binding and elution until no
additional HCP is bound. All HCP
elution fractions are pooled, buffer
exchanged, and concentrated back
to the original sample volume. The
final sample is then separated by
2D PAGE and analyzed by either a
comparison to a silver stain of starting, unextracted sample or by differential gel electrophoresis (DIGE)
using Cy3 and Cy5 to label the
extracted and starting, unextracted
samples (Figure 1). The coverage
is assessed by the number of HCPs
in the AAE elution fraction (silver
stain or Cy3 labeled) compared to
those seen in the 2D PAGE of the
starting antigen sample (silver stain
or Cy5 labeled). Alternatively, HCPs
in the Pre-AAE starting material
and Post-AAE elution fraction are
analyzed by LC-MS.
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Table I. Anti-CHO HCP 3G (Cat. # 3G-0016-1-AF, F550-1) pAb Coverage.

Sample

AAE (number of protein ids)

Name

AAE

3G00161-AF

Pre

1673

55

Post

1639

21

% Antibody Coverage

Total Unique to each fraction Total Unique Matching Lower Boundary
1694

1618

97%

Upper Boundary
98%
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Figure 2. Virtual 2D Gel of anti-CHO HCP 3G pAb
% Coverage (Cygnus
HCP ANTIBODY
Technologies, Cat #: 3G-0016-1-AF, F550-1 CHO HCP ELISA, 3G).
COVERAGE
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:+33'*',$%("$#%"3%;<?%M.1K<%9,:%L
%
VUUQ1H%.!X%!./%LMJ<EA%IT0%
column. LC-MS detected 1673
59**9,$':%32*$6'*%+,F'#$+89$+",
)*"&'##?%E#%)*'#',$':%+,%V+82*'%IA%!./#%5'*'%C29,$+3+':%+,%,8a>M%9,:%$6'%('F'(%"3%!./#%5'*'%&",3+*>':%
CHO HCPs in the sample.
5+$6%$6'%$5"%#')9*9$'%>'$6":#?%!./#%5'*'%C29,$+3+':%+,%#9>)('#%3*">%)2*+3+&9$+",%#$')#%H1PA%9,:%+,%
%P^%`+*$29(%P;%T'(%"3%9,$+1.!X%!./%IT%)E7%."F'*98'%-.48,2#%B'&6,"("8+'#A%.9$%_^%IT1QQHY1H1EVA%
V+82*'%I^%LMJ<E%9,:%M.1K<%9*'%.
1639 HCPs spots were detected
:+33'*',$%("$#%"3%;<?%M.1K<%9,:%LMJ<E%&",3+*>':%9%7*'9=:"5,%"3%$6'%)2*+3+&9$+",%)*"&'##%"3%("$%;<%_P%9,:
%
UQ1H%.!X%!./%LMJ<EA%IT0%
in the AAE elution f raction
59**9,$':%32*$6'*%+,F'#$+89$+",?%
J:',$+3+&9$+",%"3%!./#%+,%9%;<%74%EEL1K<%%
representing 97 - 98% coverage M.1K<%9,:%LMJ<E%9*'%&",3+*>9$"*4%"*$6"8",9(%>'$6":#%$6*"286%$6'%:"5,#$*'9>%)2*+3+&9$+",%)*"&'##?%%
V+82*'%I^%LMJ<E%9,:%M.1K<%9*'%.",3+*>9$"*4%X*$6"8",9(%K'$6":#%%
Figure
3. ELISA and LC-MS are Confirmatory Orthogonal Methods.
(Table 1). The HCPs identiJ:',$+3+&9$+",%9,:%C29,$+3+&9$+",%"3%!./#%74%K<%+#%9%)"5'*32(%&">)('>',$9*4%>'$6":%$"%LMJ
% .48,2#%B'&6,"("8+'#G%M.1K<%9,:%.!X%IT%LMJ<E%&9,%7'%2#':%$"%C29,$+34%.!X%!./#%+,%9%)2*+3+&9$+",%
!
fied
in
the
Preand
Post-AAE
)*"&'##?%E#%)*'#',$':%+,%V+82*'%IA%!./#%5'*'%C29,$+3+':%+,%,8a>M%9,:%$6'%('F'(%"3%!./#%5'*'%&",3+*>':%
:*28%)*":2&$#%"3$',%>9#=%!./#%74%9%39&$"*%"3%HQ
1HQ"?%%EEL%+#%6+86(4%'33'&$+F'%9$%',*+&6+,8%!.
;<%74%EEL1K<%%
*>9$"*4%"*$6"8",9(%>'$6":#%$6*"286%$6'%:"5,#$*'9>%)2*+3+&9$+",%)*"&'##?%%
samples in the virtual two- 5+$6%$6'%$5"%#')9*9$'%>'$6":#?%!./#%5'*'%C29,$+3+':%+,%#9>)('#%3*">%)2*+3+&9$+",%#$')#%H1PA%9,:%+,%
:')('$+,8%;<?%%V+82*'%c9%#6"5#%$6'%*'(9$+F'%972,:9,&'%"3%;<%9,:%!./#%9&&"*:+,8%$"%$6'+*%'N$
dimensional gels of the sample :+33'*',$%("$#%"3%;<?%M.1K<%9,:%LMJ<E%&",3+*>':%9%7*'9=:"5,%"3%$6'%)2*+3+&9$+",%)*"&'##%"3%("$%;<%_P%9,:%
9$+",%"3%!./#%74%K<%+#%9%)"5'*32(%&">)('>',$9*4%>'$6":%$"%LMJ<Eb%6"5'F'*A%
K<%9,:%.!X%IT%LMJ<E%&9,%7'%2#':%$"%C29,$+34%.!X%!./#%+,%9%)2*+3+&9$+",%
&6*">9$"8*9>#%$69$%5'*'%,"*>9(+S':%$"%",'%9,:%8*9)6':%+,%9%#$9&=':%79*%&69*$?%/*'1EEL%-('
were within the
range of 59**9,$':%32*$6'*%+,F'#$+89$+",?%
! same
J:',$+3+&9$+",%"3%!./#%+,%9%;<%74%EEL1K<%%
+82*'%IA%!./#%5'*'%C29,$+3+':%+,%,8a>M%9,:%$6'%('F'(%"3%!./#%5'*'%&",3+*>':%
!./#%74%9%39&$"*%"3%HQ
1HQ"?%%EEL%+#%6+86(4%'33'&$+F'%9$%',*+&6+,8%!./#%9,:%
molecular
weight
(MW
) $6'%;<%6'9F4%&69+,%-;<%!.0%+,%"*9,8'A%$6'%;<%(+86$%&69+,%-;<%M.0%+,%(+86$%7(2'%9,:%!./#%+,%9##
and
$6":#?%!./#%5'*'%C29,$+3+':%+,%#9>)('#%3*">%)2*+3+&9$+",%#$')#%H1PA%9,:%+,%
V+82*'%I^%LMJ<E%9,:%M.1K<%9*'%.",3+*>9$"*4%X*$6"8",9(%K'$6":#%%
J:',$+3+&9$+",%9,:%C29,$+3+&9$+",%"3%!./#%74%K<%+#%9%)"5'*32(%&">)('>',$9*4%>'$6":%$"%LMJ<Eb%6"5'F'*A%
"5#%$6'%*'(9$+F'%972,:9,&'%"3%;<%9,:%!./#%9&&"*:+,8%$"%$6'+*%'N$*9&$':%+",%
7','9$6%:'>",#$*9$+,8%$69$%>"#$%)')$+:'#%+,%$6'%/*'1EEL%#9>)('#%7'(",8%$"%;<?%V"(("5+,8%
isoelectric
point
(pI)
and
covered
!
<%9,:%LMJ<E%&",3+*>':%9%7*'9=:"5,%"3%$6'%)2*+3+&9$+",%)*"&'##%"3%("$%;<%_P%9,:%
:*28%)*":2&$#%"3$',%>9#=%!./#%74%9%39&$"*%"3%HQ
1HQ"?%%EEL%+#%6+86(4%'33'&$+F'%9$%',*+&6+,8%!./#%9,:%
,"*>9(+S':%$"%",'%9,:%8*9)6':%+,%9%#$9&=':%79*%&69*$?%/*'1EEL%-('3$0%#6"5#%
',*+&6>',$%-/"#$1EELA%*+86$0A%6"5'F'*A%$6'%*'(9$+F'%972,:9,&'%"3%$6'%!./#%:*9>9$+&9((4%+,&*
the major range of:')('$+,8%;<?%%V+82*'%c9%#6"5#%$6'%*'(9$+F'%972,:9,&'%"3%;<%9,:%!./#%9&&"*:+,8%$"%$6'+*%'N$*9&$':%+",%
the CHO
89$+",?%
%+,%"*9,8'A%$6'%;<%(+86$%&69+,%-;<%M.0%+,%(+86$%7(2'%9,:%!./#%+,%9##"*$':%&"("*#%
$69$%"3%$6'%;<%!.%9,:%M.%:'&*'9#':?%%
proteome (Table I, Figure
2).
&6*">9$"8*9>#%$69$%5'*'%,"*>9(+S':%$"%",'%9,:%8*9)6':%+,%9%#$9&=':%79*%&69*$?%/*'1EEL%-('3$0%#6"5#%

%9*'%.",3+*>9$"*4%X*$6"8",9(%K'$6":#%%
K<%+#%9%)"5'*32(%&">)('>',$9*4%>'$6":%$"%LMJ<Eb%6"5'F'*A%
$6'%;<%6'9F4%&69+,%-;<%!.0%+,%"*9,8'A%$6'%;<%(+86$%&69+,%-;<%M.0%+,%(+86$%7(2'%9,:%!./#%+,%9##"*$':%&"("*#%
9$%>"#$%)')$+:'#%+,%$6'%/*'1EEL%#9>)('#%7'(",8%$"%;<?%V"(("5+,8%EEL%
"3%HQ!1HQ"?%%EEL%+#%6+86(4%'33'&$+F'%9$%',*+&6+,8%!./#%9,:%
7','9$6%:'>",#$*9$+,8%$69$%>"#$%)')$+:'#%+,%$6'%/*'1EEL%#9>)('#%7'(",8%$"%;<?%V"(("5+,8%EEL%
LC-MS AND ELISA
AREK<%+:',$+3+&9$+",#%"3%!./#%+,%;<%)*"F+:'#%)*':+&$+F'%K@%9,:%)J?%B6'#'%:9$9%&9,%7'%8*9)6':%
$0A%6"5'F'*A%$6'%*'(9$+F'%972,:9,&'%"3%$6'%!./#%:*9>9$+&9((4%+,&*'9#':%9,:%
72,:9,&'%"3%;<%9,:%!./#%9&&"*:+,8%$"%$6'+*%'N$*9&$':%+",%
',*+&6>',$%-/"#$1EELA%*+86$0A%6"5'F'*A%$6'%*'(9$+F'%972,:9,&'%"3%$6'%!./#%:*9>9$+&9((4%+,&*'9#':%9,:%
dF+*$29(%P;%8'(e%9#%#6"5,%+,%V+82*'%c7?%B6'#'%F+#29(%*')*'#',$9$+",#%"3%$6'%!./#%)*'#',$%+,%;
CONFIRMATORY
'&*'9#':?%%
'%9,:%8*9)6':%+,%9%#$9&=':%79*%&69*$?%/*'1EEL%-('3$0%#6"5#%
&9,%)*"F+:'%#$*9$'8+'#%3"*%;</%)2*+3+&9$+",%8*"2)#?%R4%3"&2#+,8%",%9%d)"$',$+9((4%)*"7('>9$+&
ORTHOGONAL $69$%"3%$6'%;<%!.%9,:%M.%:'&*'9#':?%%
<%(+86$%&69+,%-;<%M.0%+,%(+86$%7(2'%9,:%!./#%+,%9##"*$':%&"("*#%
K<%+:',$+3+&9$+",#%"3%!./#%+,%;<%)*"F+:'#%)*':+&$+F'%K@%9,:%)J?%B6'#'%:9$9%&9,%7'%8*9)6':%+,$"%9%
METHODS THROUGH
C29:*9,$%"3%$6'%F+*$29(%P;%8'(A%&6*">9$"8*9)64%8*"2)#%&9,%'>)("4%&"(2>,%&6'>+#$*+'#%$"%'(
+,%;<%)*"F+:'#%)*':+&$+F'%K@%9,:%)J?%B6'#'%:9$9%&9,%7'%8*9)6':%+,$"%9%
+,%$6'%/*'1EEL%#9>)('#%7'(",8%$"%;<?%V"(("5+,8%EEL%
dF+*$29(%P;%8'(e%9#%#6"5,%+,%V+82*'%c7?%B6'#'%F+#29(%*')*'#',$9$+",#%"3%$6'%!./#%)*'#',$%+,%;<%#9>)('#%
THE
DOWNSTREAM
!./#%"3%+,$'*'#$?%
*'(9$+F'%972,:9,&'%"3%$6'%!./#%:*9>9$+&9((4%+,&*'9#':%9,:%
,%V+82*'%c7?%B6'#'%F+#29(%*')*'#',$9$+",#%"3%$6'%!./#%)*'#',$%+,%;<%#9>)('#%
&9,%)*"F+:'%#$*9$'8+'#%3"*%;</%)2*+3+&9$+",%8*"2)#?%R4%3"&2#+,8%",%9%d)"$',$+9((4%)*"7('>9$+&%!./e%+,%9%
PURIFICATION PROCESS.
'
C29:*9,$%"3%$6'%F+*$29(%P;%8'(A%&6*">9$"8*9)64%8*"2)#%&9,%'>)("4%&"(2>,%&6'>+#$*+'#%$"%'(+>+,9$'%
;</%)2*+3+&9$+",%8*"2)#?%R4%3"&2#+,8%",%9%d)"$',$+9((4%)*"7('>9$+&%!./e%+,%9%
Cygnus Technologies’ LC-MS
?40'@^%%
!./#%"3%+,$'*'#$?%
':+&$+F'%K@%9,:%)J?%B6'#'%:9$9%&9,%7'%8*9)6':%+,$"%9%
8'(A%&6*">9$"8*9)64%8*"2)#%&9,%'>)("4%&"(2>,%&6'>+#$*+'#%$"%'(+>+,9$'%
%
and CHO 3G ELISA can be
ALLA ZILBERMAN,
'%F+#29(%*')*'#',$9$+",#%"3%$6'%!./#%)*'#',$%+,%;<%#9>)('#%
?40'@^%% HCPs
c9^%EEL%L,*+&6'#%!./#%9,:%;')('$'#%;<%
%
used to quantify CHO
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*"2)#?%R4%3"&2#+,8%",%9%d)"$',$+9((4%)*"7('>9$+&%!./e%+,%9%
in a purification process.
As
c9^%EEL%L,*+&6'#%!./#%9,:%;')('$'#%;<%
'
)64%8*"2)#%&9,%'>)("4%&"(2>,%&6'>+#$*+'#%$"%'(+>+,9$'%

presented in Figure 3, HCPs
were quantified in ng/mL
;')('$'#%;<%
and the level of HCPs were
confirmed with the two
separate methods. HCPs were
quantified in samples f rom


%

purification steps 1-2, and in
%
different
lots of DS. LC-MS
and ELISA confirmed a breakdown of the purification process
of lot DS #2 and warranted
'
further investigation.

IDENTIFICATION OF HCPS
IN A DS BY AAE-MS

Identification and quantifica%
tion of HCPs by MS is a powerful complementary method to
ELISA; however, drug products

%

%

c7^%`+*$29(%B5"1;+>',#+",9(%T'(%"3%.!X%!./#%+,%9%;<%<9>)('^%K@%F#?%)J?%%

%
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:')('$+,8%;<?%%V+82*'%c9%#6"5#%$6'%*'(9$+F'%972,:9,&'%"3%;<%9,:%!./#%9&&"*:+,8%$"%$6'+*%'N$*9&$':%+",%
$69$%"3%$6'%;<%!.%9,:%M.%:'&*'9#':?%%
&6*">9$"8*9>#%$69$%5'*'%,"*>9(+S':%$"%",'%9,:%8*9)6':%+,%9%#$9&=':%79*%&69*$?%/*'1EEL%-('3$0%#6"5#%
$6'%;<%6'9F4%&69+,%-;<%!.0%+,%"*9,8'A%$6'%;<%(+86$%&69+,%-;<%M.0%+,%(+86$%7(2'%9,:%!./#%+,%9##"*$':%&"("*#%
K<%+:',$+3+&9$+",#%"3%!./#%+,%;<%)*"F+:'#%)*':+&$+F'%K@%9,:%)J?%B6'#'%:9$9%&9,%7'%8*9)6':%+,$"%9%
7','9$6%:'>",#$*9$+,8%$69$%>"#$%)')$+:'#%+,%$6'%/*'1EEL%#9>)('#%7'(",8%$"%;<?%V"(("5+,8%EEL%
SPONSORED CONTENT
',*+&6>',$%-/"#$1EELA%*+86$0A%6"5'F'*A%$6'%*'(9$+F'%972,:9,&'%"3%$6'%!./#%:*9>9$+&9((4%+,&*'9#':%9,:%
dF+*$29(%P;%8'(e%9#%#6"5,%+,%V+82*'%c7?%B6'#'%F+#29(%*')*'#',$9$+",#%"3%$6'%!./#%)*'#',$%+,%;<%#9>)('
$69$%"3%$6'%;<%!.%9,:%M.%:'&*'9#':?%%
THOUGHT-LEADERSHIP
FEATURE
&9,%)*"F+:'%#$*9$'8+'#%3"*%;</%)2*+3+&9$+",%8*"2)#?%R4%3"&2#+,8%",%9%d)"$',$+9((4%)*"7('>9$+&%!./e%+,%
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K<%+:',$+3+&9$+",#%"3%!./#%+,%;<%)*"F+:'#%)*':+&$+F'%K@%9,:%)J?%B6'#'%:9$9%&9,%7'%8*9)6':%+,$"%9%
C29:*9,$%"3%$6'%F+*$29(%P;%8'(A%&6*">9$"8*9)64%8*"2)#%&9,%'>)("4%&"(2>,%&6'>+#$*+'#%$"%'(+>+,9$'%
dF+*$29(%P;%8'(e%9#%#6"5,%+,%V+82*'%c7?%B6'#'%F+#29(%*')*'#',$9$+",#%"3%$6'%!./#%)*'#',$%+,%;<%#9>)('#%
!./#%"3%+,$'*'#$?%
&9,%)*"F+:'%#$*9$'8+'#%3"*%;</%)2*+3+&9$+",%8*"2)#?%R4%3"&2#+,8%",%9%d)"$',$+9((4%)*"7('>9$+&%!./e%+,%9%
'
C29:*9,$%"3%$6'%F+*$29(%P;%8'(A%&6*">9$"8*9)64%8*"2)#%&9,%'>)("4%&"(2>,%&6'>+#$*+'#%$"%'(+>+,9$'%
Figure
4.4a: AAE Enriches HCPs and Depletes DS. 4b: Virtual
?40'@^%%
!./#%"3%+,$'*'#$?%
biopharmaceutical companies to
Two-Dimensional Gel of CHO HCPs in a DS Sample: MW vs. pI.
%
better assure safety and efficacy
?40'@^%% c9^%EEL%L,*+&6'#%!./#%9,:%;')('$'#%;<%

are recognized as value added
data by proactive manufacturers
and regulators.
Cygnus Technologies, part
of% Maravai LifeSciences, offers
generic HCP ELISA Kits for
'
23 different expression plat%
forms, advanced orthogonal
antibody coverage analysis ser%
vices, HCP identification in
%
c7^%`+*$29(%B5"1;+>',#+",9(%T'(%"3%.!X%!./#%+,%9%;<%<9>)('^%K@%F#?%)J?%%
process samples and drug subc7^%`+*$29(%B5"1;+>',#+",9(%T'(%"3%.!X%!./#%+,%9%;<%<9>)('^%K@%F#?%)J?%%
stances by AAE-MS™, generic
assay qualification services, and
expert process-specific antibody
and assay development services.
For more information, visit us
at: https://www.cygnustechnologies.com/custom-development-services/home ■
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often mask HCPs by a factor of
104-106. AAE is highly effective at enriching HCPs and
depleting DS. Figure 4a shows
the relative abundance of DS
% HCPs according to their
and
extracted ion chromatograms
% were normalized to one
that
and graphed in a stacked bar
chart. Pre-AAE (left) shows the
DS heavy chain (DS HC) in
orange, the DS light chain (DS
LC) in light blue and HCPs in
assorted colors beneath demonstrating that most peptides in
the Pre-AAE samples belong
to DS. Following AAE enrichment (Post-AAE, right), however, the relative abundance
of the HCPs dramatic all y
increased and that of the DS
HC and LC decreased.
MS identifications of HCPs
in DS provides predictive
MW and pI. These data can

be graphed into a “virtual 2D
gel” as shown in Figure 4b.
These visual representations
of the HCPs present in DS
samples can provide strategies
for DSP purification groups.
By focusing on a “potentially
problematic HCP” in a quadrant of the virtual 2D gel, chromatography groups can employ
column chemistries to eliminate
HCPs of interest.

CONCLUSION

MS plays an important role
in HCP analytics f rom IND
through post-marketing, when
evaluating the impacts of a process change, risk assessment,
and characterizing reagent
changes. And although complete characterization of downstream HCPs is not part of the
current regulatory guidelines,
the value of this information to
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Upstream Processing

Plant-based Expression Systems are
Gaining Mainstream Advantage
Industry adoption of plant-made biologics remains slow, but plantbased technology gains an advantage by mainstream exposure.
FELIZA MIRASOL

tonaquatic/Stock.Adobe.com

W

hile Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells are the
workhorse of biologics production, other cell
expression systems are starting to gain ground,
such as plant-based expression systems. Though an older
technology in and of itself, plant-based manufacturing has
recently been validated in the mainstream biopharmaceutical industry, but there is still a lack of biomanufacturers
using such platforms for good manufacturing practice
(GMP) production.
In particular, a newer emerging platform, the plantmade pharmaceutical platform (PMP), has come into the
mainstream spotlight with the February 2022 approval of
Canada-based Medicago’s COVID-19 vaccine in Canada,
COVIFENZ (plant-based virus-like particles, recombinant, adjuvanted) (1).

PLANT VS. MAMMALIAN

An important criterion for any expression system used to
manufacture biologics products is the comparability of
the end product with a validated expression system that
www.biopharminternational.com

is well known and widely used in the industry, such as
mammalian CHO cells.
Plant cells are highly developed eukaryotic cells; each cell
has the same machinery as a mammalian cell to express heterologous protein sequences accurately. Plants do, however,
have slightly different post-translational modifications such
as minor glycoform differences.
According to one industry source, if the glycoform on a
particular therapeutic is a key to functionality, the glycoform
can now be modified in the plant cell expression system to
be as fully functional as the mammalian counterpart. This
has been demonstrated in the literature for over a decade.
One advantage in the plant system seems to be the consistency of the glycoform pattern expressed.
Plants also tend to produce a more homogenous product with post-translational modifications. Mammalian
cells produce multiple glycoform patterns, which can
be affected by culture conditions, including scale-up to
larger reactor systems. Many biologics do not have any
post-translational modifications.
July 2022
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Since the plant is a singular bioreactor that is grown the same way
every time, consistency is achieved. To
scale-up, simply grow more plants, this
industry source says.
For most recombinant proteins, a
plant-based expression system yields
products that are highly comparable to
mammalian/CHO systems, says Tom
Isett, CEO of iBio. Isett also points out
that, particularly in regards to monoclonal antibody (mAb) development,
plants can deliver a more homogeneous
N-linked glycosylation pattern. This
characteristic provides greater assurance
that the glycoform of choice is appropriately represented in the final product,
likely improving efficacy, Isett notes.
“More simply put, it turns out that
adding or removing sugars, or carbohydrates, to proteins in the development
of antibodies can in some instances
make them more stable and perform
better. This process, called glycosylation,
seems to be more easily controlled in
plants than in CHO,” Isett states. “We
typically see more homogeneous glycan
types with plant-expressed antibodies.
This is particularly important in the
production of next-generation mAbs,
biobetters, and fast-follower products.”
In addition, Isett points out that, for
the development of mAbs for immuno-oncology, an afucosylated molecule (a mAb lacking the sugar, fucose)
can yield enhanced potency via greater
antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC). Isett explains that his
company uses a version of its plantbased bioreactor to deliver afucosylated
molecules, “which have proven to be
highly comparable, if not superior, to
CHO expression systems.”
Because there is no limit to
the size of a gene insert, plants can
express both large and complex
biomolecules that do not express
well or cannot be expressed at all
in conventional mammalian cell
or bacterial expression systems,
including immunoglobulin M molecules, says Leanne Williams, PhD,
22
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business development manager, Leaf
Expression Systems.
Another benefit for plant-based
expression of antibodies is that plants
produce a vast range of stable and consistent post-translational modifications,
including glycolysis. Although plants
produce a slightly different glycosylation to mammalian systems, data have
shown that these changes do not usually
affect antibody functionality. “In the
event that human glycosylation patterns
are important or necessary for functionality, there are accessible plant lines that
have been modified to produce human
glycolysis patterns,” Williams states.

A CASE FOR VACCINES

The approval of COVIFENZ makes
a case for the use of plant-based manufacturing beyond just mAbs; rather,
vaccines can now also be manufactured
using a plant bioreactor system.
Isett points out that his company has
used its plant-based technology (the
FastPharming System) to rapidly produce subunit vaccine candidates. “In
fact, at the outbreak of COVID-19, we
were able to produce two spike-based
vaccine candidates in just five weeks,
a speed that rivals that of the mRNA
[messenger RNA] platforms. This is
consistent with the original DARPA
[Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency] ‘Blue Angels’ project—upon
which our facility was built—with the
aim to be able to rapidly produce medical countermeasures in the event of a
pandemic,” Isett remarks.
Isett says that iBio has continued to utilize plant-based expression
technologies to produce a next-generation COVID-19 vaccine candidate.
“Specifically, we believe that a vaccine
that uses the more stable nucleocapsid protein of the virus can provide
more durable protection against the
frequently changing spike protein that
commercially available vaccines attempt
to provide immunity against,” he states.
In terms of production parameters,
the upstream part of the company’s

process (i.e., growing and transfecting
the plants with the protein of interest) is much simpler and more robust
than cell culture-based systems because
fewer components are required, there is
no need to maintain sterile boundaries,
and there is no risk of exogenous viral
contamination. Meanwhile, the downstream purification process is essentially the same in both mammalian and
plant-based platforms. “That said, it’s
the design of the antigen that will ultimately deliver us a more durable, effective, vaccine, than the first-generation
versions that don’t seem to give us more
than six months of immunity,” Isett says.
Vaccines are considered ideal targets for plant-made systems since the
development time, time to clinic, and
subsequent time to production can be
much less than traditional mammalian systems. Although mRNA vaccine
production has not necessarily been a
large focus for plant systems, it has been
demonstrated that plants are a strong
platform for mRNA production, says
an industry source. This achievement
should portend well for plant-made
production of mRNA vaccine candidates, the source adds.
Given the necessity of protein subunit vaccines for many applications,
plant-based production is here to stay
and will be part of the vaccine landscape for a long time even with the
welcome success of mRNA vaccines.
To achieve wide-spread immunity and
to mitigate risk of new variants, it is
important to develop these vaccine
production systems globally, including
parts of the developing world that cannot afford or support such efforts, the
industry source notes.
The plant-based system works well,
particularly for production of viruslike particle (VLP) vaccines, which
includes COVIFENZ, adds Williams.
“Production parameters between the systems suggest that plant-based expression processes offer a commercially
viable option to conventional bioreactor-based processes, particularly when
www.biopharminternational.com
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considering the ease of scale-up, which
is achieved by simply increasing the
number of plants, negating the need
for complex scale-up processes required
by traditional bioreactor systems,”
Williams states.
She further explains that post-translational modifications (e.g., glycosylation patterns) are also more consistent
in the plant systems because there is
not the variation in culture parameters
that occur in bioreactor scale-up processes. Williams also points to lower
production costs in plant-based systems,
saying that production time is predicted
to be approximately 25% faster than
a conventional bioreactor system. “In
addition to the above points, a VLP
vaccine is stable at 4 °C, which enables
the vaccine to be transported more easily than the mRNA-based vaccines that
are stored at either -20 °C or -70 °C,”
she states.

INVESTING IN PLANTS

Investment (e.g., equipment, technologies, facility, personnel) would be far less
capital intensive for the upstream processing portion of plant-based biologics
production, compared to investment
needed to set up comparable upstream
processing for mammalian cell-based
systems (both single-use and traditional
stainless-steel reactor facilities).
The ability to grow plants as reactors with high precision in automated
and vertical hydroponic and aeroponic
systems have been well developed,
according to the industry source. This
source also emphasizes that these plant
manufacturing systems have no animal/
human inputs or intervention, and, thus
there are no concerns for adventitious
virus contamination in these systems.
The upstream capital expenditure for
a plant system is less than 35% of a traditional staged bioreactor train, whether
single-use or stainless-steel, the industry source states. Furthermore, scale-up
is not incremental in plant-based systems as additional capacity does not
require a linear increase in robotics and
www.biopharminternational.com

personnel. Meanwhile, as explained
earlier, downstream processes are comparable between plants and traditional
bioreactors. Other advantages of the
plant-made system include much lower
energy consumption, lower water usage
through recycling, and extremely low
waste treatment costs, according to that
industry source.
Furthermore, when comparing manufacturing with single-use systems, one
must be mindful of the environmental
impacts, points out Isett. Specifically,
while single-use systems are considered
by some to be more environmentally
friendly than the cleaning associated
with stainless-steek, at the end of the
day, single-use systems use a significant amount of plastic disposables, Isett
explains. He also notes that such significant plastic use likely contributes to
biopharmaceutical industry being 55%
more emissions intensive than the automotive industry.
Conversely, the key raw materials
with a plant-based manufacturing system are considered “all-natural”: purified water, stone wool for the plants’
root substrate, and seeds, Isett lists. Isett
says his company is still looking at ways
to bring modern continuous purification bioprocessing techniques to the
fore in downstream processing as well.

TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION

While afucosylated mAbs for immuno-oncology are undoubtedly well
suited to having a plant-based production system, it has been demonstrated
that plant-based technologies also have
the ability to produce other recombinant proteins, says Isett. Isett uses the
example of Safi Biosolutions, for which
iBio was able to produce important
cytokines and growth factors for that
company’s bioproduction red blood cells
and neutrophils in cell culture, with the
aim to replace donated blood transfusions. Additionally, Isett points out that
there are certain molecules that simply
cannot be produced effectively in CHO
cells, either because of their construct,

or because aggregation and other issues
occur with other expression platforms.
One significant technological advantage is the fact that plant cells, in most
cases, are not affected by highly active
human proteins, while mammalian
cell-based systems can be affected by
a build-up of a potent, heterologous
protein, says the industry source. Plant
systems are therefore ideal for producing highly active antibodies and
antibody conjugates. Proteins can be
compartmentalized in plant cells in the
endoplasmic reticulum or trans-golgi
spaces and can be secreted into the
lamellar, cellulosic cell wall. Innovative
downstream extraction and separation systems have been developed to
take advantage of these properties, the
source explains.
Widespread adoption of plant-based
manufacturing technologies in the biopharmaceutical industry remains elusive, however. The biggest hurdle has
been attracting capital investment to
these platforms. The biopharmaceutical
industry is slow to change, especially
in production systems. Many biologics
have been developed and demonstrated
to be active by a relatively small number
of academic laboratories and companies, and only a few have gone through
the entire regulatory approval cycle, the
industry source points out.
This source says that successes by companies such as Medicago and Protalix
are welcome and showcase the platform;
however, the plant-made pharmaceutical
community, as a whole, has not put forth
a unified effort for marketing the platform to the mainstream. The potential of
the platform is still not widely understood,
the industry source states.
On the regulatory front, both FDA
and the European Medicines Agency
are well informed about plant-made
products and have been supportive
and helpful in evaluating clinical trials
and manufacturing systems, the source
adds. Moreover, few, if any, clinical trials
involving plant-made products have been
put on clinical hold for toxicity; however,
July 2022
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at this point in time, there are few, if any,
contract development and manufacturing organizations that currently manufacture biologics for human clinical trials
under current GMP compliance.
The COVID pandemic has played
a role in bringing new technological
platforms to the forefront, including a
plant-made vaccine, baculovirus vaccines,
and mRNA vaccines. In this relatively
short period, these three platforms have
gained a more mainstream prominence,
the industry source adds. The hope is
that this attention will result in investment and subsequent development of
these systems for routine development
and production of biologics.
The biopharmaceutical industry has
traditionally been slow to innovate for
a number of reasons, primarily patient
safety/risk and quality/regulatory risk,
according to Isett. The standard mammalian cell culture-based expression systems have been around for more than

30 years and continue to be perceived
to be a relatively low-risk way to produce protein therapeutics. Furthermore,
since upstream expression systems have
achieved significantly high yields, the
onus has been put on downstream processing to solve debottlenecking issues.
“That said, the question is whether
we have ‘walked past’ quality and sustainability as well as speed as major
unmet needs with traditional bioproduction. Let’s face it, in the midst of a
terrible time for the biotech markets,
now—more than ever—we need to find
ways for developers of new therapeutics
and vaccines to cross the funding ‘valley
of death’ between preclinical and Phase
II to find faster, less expensive ways to
bring better new molecules to the clinic.
The way to do that is with expression
systems that expedite time-to-clinic and
allow poor projects to fail faster, and
good projects to proceed to IND [investigational new drug] application more

cost effectively and with a greater probability of success,” Isett remarks.
Producing therapeutic and diagnostic products in plants is not new, says
Williams. This technology has been
around for the past 30 years, but it is not
well established and is met with skepticism by many in what is a very highly
regulated industry, she emphasizes. “This
[skepticism] is by far the biggest hurdle
plant-based expression systems have had
to overcome. That said, the recent development of a successful COVID-19 vaccine has proved that the industry is open
to change, and recognizes the need for a
variety of production platforms in order
to adapt to our growing and changing
world,” she adds.

Development—

population and have a purposeful plan
to analyze therapy performance through
clinical studies. The regulatory agencies are very active in developing new
guidelines about the quality of cellular
products. An expert clinical, chemistry,
manufacturing, and controls, and regulatory consultant is likely to benefit patients
and cellular products, easing the translation of the product to clinical application
with proper safety testing and traceability
documentation.
The challenge is to standardize
assays on individual products, and companies are often forced to identify the
most fit-for-purpose methodology and
present it to regulators for approval.
The possibility of designing a standard
manufacturing approach could accelerate cell therapy manufacturing, ensure
homogeneity and quality, and make the
regulatory pathway easier.

the therapeutic paradigm and require a
new insight into the research structure
and the relationship between stakeholders. The human resources, infrastructure, and investment needed to
bring these therapies to market must
be coordinated so that the knowledge
and capabilities of pharma companies,
CROs, investigators, and patients are
all brought to bear to address challenges in development. The goal
should be to conduct more adaptative clinical trials, resist uncertainty,
and create efficient strategies for fast
scale-up to make cell therapy accessible
as the standard of care. The regulatory
agencies also support recommendations on collecting patient-reported
outcomes, tailoring operational plans,
and manufacturing high-quality products. Expectations for these therapeutics are high, and it is time to make cell
therapies a real option for patients.
A new approach is critical for patients
with malignant and chronic diseases
looking for a curative and safer therapies
that can offer a better quality of life. ◆

Contin. from page 17

viral vectors—from specialized manufacturing laboratories. So, a “make
vs. buy” approach can change through
time, with the available data from clinical trials and the resources or partnerships that the company can develop
through the clinical development path.
Decentralized manufacturing will be
another approach to scalability, thanks to
technology becoming increasingly portable and increasing experience in this
field. There are also projects to develop
CAR-Ts in vivo, for example, using viral
vectors or nanoparticles, transfecting
patients’ lymphocytes directly in the body,
and avoiding the need to collect cells and
manipulate them in the laboratory.

REGULATORY PATHWAY

The manufacturing complexity of cellular
therapies is unique, mainly in cell therapies containing viral vectors. Companies
need to demonstrate a strong understanding of their product and the target
24
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CONCLUSION

Society is impressed with what science
and human tenacity can achieve. Cell
products are a considerable change in
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Quality by Design for
Affinity Chromatography
Enriching process understanding enables robust process controls.
CYNTHIA A. CHALLENER

Geza Farkas/Stock.Adobe.com

A

pplication of a quality-by-design (QbD) approach
to process development is not limited to upstream
and downstream operations. It should, in fact, be
implemented for all aspects of drug development, including
the design, development, and production of key raw materials. As such, QbD methodology has a role to play during the
development of affinity chromatography processes and even
prior to that in the development of the resins used in these
processes. In both cases, a QbD approach can help minimize
variability and lead to the development of robust manufacturing processes that consistently yield high-quality product.
The goal of a risk-based QbD approach is to identify the
factors that will have the greatest impact on process performance (i.e., critical process parameters [CPPs] and critical
material attributes [CMAs]) and how they may impact the
quality of the drug substance. For affinity chromatography,
in addition to resin attributes, the load ratio, pH, and conductivity are some of the factors to be considered.

IT STARTS WITH THE RESIN

One issue facing developers of affinity chromatography processes has in the past been measurable batch-to-batch variwww.biopharminternational.com

ability in the affinity resins used. To overcome this problem,
resin suppliers need to fully understand the relationships
between resin manufacturing process parameters and the
important resin characteristics that may affect resin performance, according to Gunnar Malmquist, a senior principal
scientist with Cytiva.
That goal can be achieved, says Laurens Sierkstra, a
business segment leader in Thermo Fisher Scientific’s
BioProduction Group, with the use of a platform production
technology. “Comprehensive platforms start with the identification and development of the affinity ligand and continue
through all manufacturing steps required to produce the resin,”
he notes. Without a platform, Sierkstra stresses that affinity
ligands are then developed differently in different systems,
which can affect the length of process development, compromise quality, and create inconsistency from lot to lot.
Applying a QbD approach is also highly effective in the
development of affinity resins with minimal lot-to-lot variability. “The principles of QbD force an explicit focus on
CYNTHIA A . CHALLENER, PhD, is a contributing editor to
BioPharm International.
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identifying the resin critical quality
attributes [CQAs], which in this case
are structural properties, and setting a
control strategy that enforces process
control,” Malmquist explains.
Cytiva has a long history of using
the QbD framework for resin development, according to Malmquist,
“allowing the development of a deeper
understanding of structure-function relationships from resin design
and connecting manufacturing process
parameters to chromatographic performance, including robustness.”
All of Cytiva’s protein A resins since
MabSelect have been developed using
these principles, according to the company’s product manager for antibody
capture, Josefin Bolik. Factors important for controlling physical/chemical
properties in each manufacturing step
are verified with design-of-experiment
(DoE) studies. Verification, she observes,
confirms the product will have design
outputs that meet the product requirements, while validation confirms that
the right product has been designed and
that it will fulfill user needs.
Examples of affinity resins from
Cytiva developed with this approach
include MabSelect PrismA, which
has improved alkaline stability and
binding capacity, and MabSelect VL,
which has been designed specifically
for the purification of antibody variants
and fragments.
Thermo Fisher applies a QbD
approach to developing and optimizing its affinity chromatography resins,
including the LambdaXP, CH1XL,
FcXP, and KappaXP products. Its
CaptureSelect technolog y, notes
Sierkstra, incorporates high-throughput screening that enhances the performance of ligands (e.g., elution of the
target molecule, stability under certain
clean-in-place conditions, specificity of
binding and binding kinetics, etc.). The
designed ligands can then be manufactured, purified, and immobilized on
a resin using the company’s platform.
“By leveraging QbD in our technology
26
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and processes, the final product meets
predefined performance and manufacturing criteria including minimal lotto-lot variability,” he contends.

Some challenges
in mAb affinity
chromatography
process
development do, in
fact, remain.
PROTEIN A CAPTURE

The greatest challenges in developing
robust, reproducible, and high-yielding
affinity chromatography processes are
business-related, believes Kristina Pleitt,
senior manager of systems design engineering in the BioProduction Group
of Thermo Fisher Scientific. “Pressure
to decrease timelines often forces process developers to reduce development
scope,” she says.
“Fortunately,” Pleitt adds, “deep experience with affinity chromatography
processes enables manufacturers to save
development time without sacrificing
yield and robustness.” The most basic
form of affinity chromatography is the
capture step using Protein A (ProA)
affinity resins. The inherent selectivity
of the ProA ligand gives a more or less
built-in robustness, reducing the likelihood of variability as long as column
packing reproducibility and the alkaline cleaning process are under control,
Malmquist comments.
The ProA step, in addition, has been
widely implemented for monoclonal antibody (mAb) therapeutics for more than
20 years, leading to a wealth of knowledge that is available to aid the development of robust processes, agrees Bala
Thangaraj, director of downstream process development at Catalent Biologics.
Problems such as low capacity; the
need to elute the antibody using an

acidic buffer, which affects product
quality (increased aggregates); and the
absence of caustic stability, which is
needed for cleaning between cycles,
all of which existed in the earlier days
of ProA use, have since been largely
addressed through ProA ligand engineering, Thangaraj comments.
As a result, Pleitt points out that
instead of taking time to identify target
operating conditions, developers can
use their general operational knowledge
and conduct experiments that focus on
potential CPPs that will improve their
understanding of the design space.
Even so, a QbD approach is still useful. “The early identification of CPPs
and their proven acceptable ranges
(PARs) can be instrumental to the
development of a robust chromatography process in general,” insists Alex
Boulbrima, a principal scientist at
Charles River Laboratories.
Some challenges in mAb affinity
chromatography process development
do, in fact, remain. The aggregation
or reduction of the di-sulfide
bonds between the heavy and light
chains are typical examples of CQAs
that continue to be problematic,
according to Boulbrima. “Their monitoring must be a priority, as is the
establishment of robust PARs and normal operating ranges (NORs) for the
chromatography step to mitigate those
CQAs,” he notes.
The risk ranking of process parameters also becomes different when
implementing continuous mAb capture processes, according to Malmquist,
because it requires more thorough characterization work to establish process
parameter ranges that enable robust performance at extended cycle numbers.
For separation of antibody variants in
the ProA step, there can also be various challenges that require a different
approach compared to a regular mAb
capture step. “For instance,” observes
Bolik, “a gradient elution combined with
‘narrow’ process parameter ranges for conductivity and load ratio may be required.”
www.biopharminternational.com
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AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY
OF NEW MODALITIES

Newer antibody-based biologics may
also require different affinity solutions,
such as ProA ligands engineered to
bind to different regions of the biomolecule. Even though more complex
biologics may require different affinity solutions, these solutions are also
inherently robust, Bolik assures. She
does point out that if the affinity step
provides separation of product-related
impurities (e.g., through avidity effects),
stricter requirements for process parameters such as elution pH, etc., may be
necessary. Alternatively, the separation
of these species must be ensured in the
subsequent polishing steps.
For some non-Fc-based modalities,
notes Thangaraj, some conventional
ProA affinity resins can bind to variable regions of the heavy chain (VH
region), enabling capture of antibody
fragments. “While this approach can
suffer from low capacity, adjusting the
salt concentration can act as a helpful
tool to address this issue,” he says.
In other cases, such as to aid purification of multichain bispecifics, resins
need to be generated with specially
designed ProA ligands engineered out
of the VH binding region. Such mAbs
with silenced Fc-regions may, more
specifically, require the use of affinity towards VH3 or other antibody
domains, Bolik adds.
Entirely different affinity resins,
such as Protein L (ProL), can also be
used to capture antibody fragments.
However, due to the instability of fragments in comparison to mAbs, the
loading factor, elution buffer pH, and
hold time must be extensively studied.
For more complex biomolecules
such as viral vectors, antibody drug
conjugates, etc., Boulbrima says the
biggest challenge remains the establishment of a broad and performant
package of analytics, which is needed
for the identification of specific CQAs
that in turn help establish the correct
CPPs and PARs.
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For all newer modalities, an added
challenge may be that a suitable commercially available affinity resin does not
exist. If that is the case, Pleitt believes
that while sourcing a custom affinity resin
can add significant time and cost, doing
so may be a favorable option because
having an affinity resin as part of the process can also be beneficial.

For separation of
antibody variants in
the ProA step, there
can also be various
challenges that
require a different
approach compared
to a regular mAb
capture step.
MANY BENEFITS OF
A QbD APPROACH

The greatest benefit of employing a
QbD approach for affinity chromatography process development is the creation of a robust process with a sound
control strategy for relevant CPPs that
impact quality, such as elution pH, linear velocity, and load ratio (loading
capacity of the resin). That is important because, says Pleitt, affinity chromatography normally occurs towards
the beginning of the purification process, and the outputs are inputs to the
rest of the downstream unit operations, which means the process can
ultimately impact product CQAs.
“Elucidation of the relationships
between CPPs and CQAs leads
to the definition of a robust control
strategy for this step,” Thangaraj
states. This relationship is well established for mAbs and Fc-based modalities, with loading factor and elution

buffer pH (acidic) being the most
common CPPs to affect CQAs and
performance indicators, notably yield,
according to Thangaraj. It is even more
important for biologic drug substances
for which traditional ProA capture
steps are not applicable.
Affinity chromatography also benefits from the inherent robustness of the
process, which helps deliver consistent
unit operation outputs while allowing
variability in process parameters and
inputs, according to Pleitt. “The specificity, robustness, and available knowledge for many affinity resins are a great
starting point for development and
provide a solid foundation for building out process knowledge. Frequent
use of affinity resins aids in selecting
the most likely CPPs that should be
the experimental focus. Streamlining
the development and risk-based
approach to experimentation helps
accommodate the ever-present business pressures of time and cost, while
maintaining compliance and ensuring
sound knowledge of process performance,” she explains.
QbD, concludes Boulbrima, has
helped greatly in justifying product specifications, process validation,
and robustness. “Moreover,” he continues, “it has reinforced our knowledge
with respect to process performance
and the appropriate control strategies
to be put in place.”

RESIN CONSIDERATIONS IN
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

Application of a QbD approach to
affinity chromatography development
typically begins after resin selection has
been made, generally due to the resource
intensiveness and associated costs of
QbD approaches, Thangaraj notes.
Even so, a QbD mindset should
be applied at all stages of the development process, according to Pleitt.
For instance, as discussed above, resin
suppliers should apply QbD when
Contin. on page 43
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Specialty Polymers Add Value
to Single-use Technologies for
Biopharmaceutical Processing
Specialty polymers demonstrate the advantages of singleuse consumables in biopharmaceutical manufacturing.
ANNA MARIA BERTASA AND JAMES HICKS

I Viewfinder/Stock.Adobe.com

M

any companies are using single-use technologies
(SUTs) to replace traditional reusable stainless-steel
equipment in biopharmaceutical manufacturing. This
transition is largely due to the reduction of time and costs associated with teardown-reset-cleaning-validation cycles, the elimination of the risk of cross-contamination, and the flexibility
to produce small batches or niche products. Another driver of
SUT adoption is the ability to establish regional manufacturing
capabilities close to customers without a major capital investment in infrastructure and logistics.
Plastics are used to manufacture the majority of SUT
components, such as bags, tubing, filtration media, and filter
housings; connectors, valves, and clamps; sensor housings and
gauges; and final fill and storage containers. While plastics can
deliver performance properties similar to those of metal, such as
stiffness, strength, and impact resistance, they also surpass metal
in several important ways.
Polymers offer greater design freedom and lower system
costs through high-volume injection molding, or extrusion, as

www.biopharminternational.com

well as optical and radio transparency, flexibility, corrosion resistance, weight reduction, and designs with improved ergonomics.
But not all polymers can meet the stringent—and evolving—
requirements of biopharmaceutical SUTs. Those demands call
for plastics with a higher level of performance.
Specialty thermoplastics can replace not only metal,
but also lower-performing polymers, to add value to SUTs
and help address emerging industry challenges. By improving compatibility with chemicals and sterilization methods,
reducing the risk of extractables and leachables (E&L)
to increase the reliability and lifespan of SUT components,
and expanding design and performance possibilities, these
polymers can contribute to a manufacturer’s overall strategic
objectives.
ANNA MARIA BERTASA AND JAMES HICKS are global marketing
manager and application development and processing engineer,
NA life solutions technical team, respectively, in the Healthcare
dvision at Solvay Specialty Polymers.
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SPECIALIZED CAPABILITIES

The baseline requirements for any plastic used in SUTs for biopharmaceutical
processing include regulatory testing,
biological safety, low E&L, chemical
resistance, and the ability to be sterilized prior to use. However, for the best
results, a polymer needs to deliver more
than the minimum prerequisites. The
following specialty polymers offer high
performance properties and other attributes to meet the current and future
needs of biopharmaceutical SUTs:
• Pol y sulf one (P SU)— t h i s
rigid, high-strength, semitough, transparent plastic offers
higher heat resistance and
better hydrolytic stability than
polycarbonate (PC). It retains its
good mechanical properties when
exposed to steam autoclaving and
other sterilization techniques.
PSUs are used in a variety of
membrane filtration applications
and fluid handling components in
bioprocessing systems.
• Polyethersulfone (PESU)—this
transparent, flame-retardant
polymer offers good toughness,
strength, and hydrolytic stability. It
withstands prolonged exposure to
water, chemicals, and temperatures,
retaining its transparenc y,
mechanical properties, and
dimensional stability in highheat environments. Applications
include monitoring and filtration
devices and biopharma processing
components, such as sight windows
and quick-connects.
• Polyphenylsulfone (PPSU)—this
high-performance thermoplastic
excels in high-heat/high-humidity
environments. It offers impact
strength similar to that of PC
and better chemical resistance
than PC or polyetherimide (PEI).
PPSU also features inherent
flame retardancy and long-term
hydrolytic stability at elevated
temperatures. It is compatible with
all sterilization processes. Typical
30
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applications would be for higher
performance sensor housings and
fluid handling connectors and
components.
• Polyetheretherketone (PEEK)—
exceptional performance in
multiple areas, including chemical,
fatigue, hydrolysis, heat, wear,
and abrasion resistance, makes
PEEK an excellent candidate for
components used in the most
aggressive chemical environments.
• Po l y a r y l a m i d e ( PA R A ) —
typically reinforced with high glass
fiber loadings, PARA still delivers
high flow that enables thin-wall
molding. High strength and
stiffness, combined with a smooth
surface finish, make this material
suitable for metal replacement in
SUTs, such as powder transfer
valves and tri-clamps.

MEETING BIOPHARMA
INDUSTRY CHALLENGES

assembly steps. Designs of high aspect
ratio parts, such as fill tubes, are easy to
do with a high flow, injection molded
resin, but costly to machine.
Although they are single-use components, SUTs often need to perform effectively through the production of multiple
batches of the same biopharmaceutical
without having to be replaced. The superior properties of high-performance thermoplastics can help extend the useful
life of the SUT component. For instance,
improved chemical resistance helps avoid
premature stress cracking that can occur
with lower-performing polymers as well
as galvanic corrosion that can affect metal
parts. Greater resistance to high temperatures and other environmental factors
can also minimize degradation, such as
yellowing or haze in transparent thermoplastics, to ensure consistent performance
of SUTs, such as optical sensors.
From the standpoint of sustainability, specialty polymers can expand the
range of SUT components that can be
developed and implemented, helping
to further reduce the need for cleanin-place/sterilize-in-place components that require significant amounts
of water, energy, and materials. They
can also enable designs that reduce raw
material usage; high-stiffness, high-flow
polymers allow for the use of thin-wall
designs and functional integrations that
conserve resources and contribute to
light-weighting efforts.

Specialty polymers can often address
evolving industry requirements for SUTs
in biopharmaceutical processing more
effectively than metal or lower-performing polymers. For instance, many commodity polymers are formulated with
processing aids and other additives that
can raise product safety issues related to
E&L. In contrast, high-performing specialty thermoplastics can accommodate a
wider range of use environments without
relying on stabilizers and other additives.
The result is a cleaner, purer end product, LOOKING AHEAD
with improved E&L.
To help the industry feel more knowlCost control can be another dif- edgeable and confident about the
ferentiator for specialty thermoplas- performance, purity, and regulatory
tics. If metal parts require machining, compliance of specialty thermoplaswelding, polishing, and other second- tics in SUTs, suppliers are generatary operations, total system costs can
ing additional data and test results for
rise compared to injection molding
their materials. Data on such factors
or extruding a plastic part. In some
as X-ray compatibility and cryogenic
cases, cost advantages can be achieved
performance for cell-gene therapies
through part consolidation, which is
at very low temperatures (-150 °C to
often easier with plastics thanks to -180 °C) can help quantify the advantheir design flexibility. Reducing the
tages of adopting PSU, PESU, PEEK,
total number of parts can save material
PPSU, or PARA for biopharmaceutical
and increase throughput by eliminating
processing components. ◆
www.biopharminternational.com
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The Road Ahead for the
Pharma Cold Chain
Improved real-time visibility during all segments of handling,
transportation, and delivery is keeping costs low and
reliability high while helping time- and temperature-sensitive
biopharmaceuticals to go the distance without incident.

Александр Беспалый/Stock.Adobe.com
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SUZANNE SHELLEY

he stakes are higher than ever in the bio/pharmaceutical cold chain. Whether the payload is a pallet full of lifesaving biologic therapies or vaccines,
or a single dose of a customized cell-and-gene (CGT)
therapy or immunotherapy agent, it’s a million-dollar
challenge. Every company that takes temporary custody
of these high-value shipments—as they move on and
off trucks and planes, and in and out of warehouses, to
reach the hospital, clinic, or pharmacy setting—must
safeguard the integrity of these fragile, high-value products. Failure to ensure strict temperature requirements
can create enormous financial and clinical impact, as
many shipments are often valued at hundreds of thousands and even millions of dollars.
“The logistics required to ensure reliable distribution
of time- and temperature-sensitive life sciences products
are very complex, and there is no margin for error,” says
Danny Williams, president of channel management for
EVERSANA. “If things can go wrong, they will. The
www.biopharminternational.com

last two years have really pressure tested how well-prepared we are as an industry for whatever comes our way.”
Worldwide, spending on biopharma cold chain logistics
has been rising steadily since 2018, and it is projected to
grow by another 25% over the next three years, reaching
$21.3 billion in 2024 (1). As of early 2020, annual global
sales of biotech drugs, biologic products and vaccines that
require strict temperature control exceeded $340 billion in
value, with cold-chain logistics accounting for nearly 18%
of all biopharma logistics spending.
The Herculean effort to address the global COVID-19
pandemic has involved one of the largest public immunization programs ever. To date, more than 12 billion doses of
the COVID-19 vaccine have been administered across 184
countries, with 588 million doses administered in the United
States, according to data published in June by Bloomberg (2).
SUZANNE SHELLEY
BioPharm International.
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In general, the pharma cold chain
is organized around three temperature ranges—refrigerated (2 to 8 °C),
deep f rozen (on the order of -40
to -80 °C), and cryogenic (on the
order of -160 to -180 °C). Domestic
shipments are typically designed
to remain at the set point temperature for 24 to 72 hours, while
international shipments are usually
designed to remain at the setpoint
temperature for up to 120 hours.
H o we ve r, u n f o re s e e n c i rc u m stances—which may include travel
delay s f rom disr uptive weather,
extreme c limates, vehic le breakdowns, political strife, volume volatility, staffing shortages, supply
chain bottlenecks, packaging malfunctions, and more—can impact
whether and when the delivery will
arrive, and in what condition. “Realtime visibility is the essential as
these critical shipments may involve
$250,000 worth of product in one
case or just one patient ’s critical
CGT treatment, in another,” adds
Williams. “The best, most effective
product does no one any good if it
arrives damaged, without the necessary chain-of-custody data to verify
that it’s suitable for patient use.”

MONITORING AND
DATA ANALYTICS
PROVIDE CRITICAL
CONNECTIVE TISSUE

“Given the sensitive nature of temperature-sensitive vaccines and therapies, all such products are given the
white-glove treatment,” says Dan
Gagnon, vice president of marketing
and strategy for UPS Healthcare.
By using next-generation solutions,
smart-label technology, and other
monitoring advances, many specialized third-party logistics (3PL)
providers in the pharma cold chain
are able to track and transmit data
related to not only temperature and
time, but exposure to light, pressure,
vibration, humidity, tilt, and the
32
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number and duration of every opendoor event and transmit the data via
cloud-based platforms. Today, such
monitoring systems can be applied
to entire cargo containers, individual
pallets, and even individual product packages, as needed. Modeling
based on real-time and historic data
is helping companies to both map
out more effective delivery routes
and to pivot quickly when disruptions do arise.

Unforeseen
circumstances can
impact whether and
when the delivery
will arrive, and in
what condition.

proactive inter ventions and constant investments,” adds Rob Coyle,
senior vice president, healthcare
strategy at Kuehne + Nagel, who
notes that rapid, data-driven intervention is particularly critical as the
volume of cold chain shipments has
grown by a factor of six to eight over
the past year.
Meanwhile, many pharmaceutical
companies are already focusing heavily on implementing serialization
tools and processes to meet US Drug
Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA)
requirements. “ The next development could be to link serialization
data with temperature data collected
along the supply chain (such as storage, transportation, last mile, and
more.) to gain better end-to-end visibility and leverage stability budgets
across the supply chain,” says Bamert.

BUILDING OUT THE
INFRASTRUCTURE

“For years, pharmaceutical compa- “Ongoing investments in our systems,
nies have been collecting all types
our people, and our standard operatof shipping data but not necessarily
ing procedures, along with the ability
to use data-driven insights to pivot
finding good use for it. This has now
quickly, have been key to managing
changed significantly, given the high
the unique challenges in this space,”
stakes involved in the pharma cold
says Coyle. Using a mix of contract
chain,” notes Christoph Bamert, head
logistics and warehousing and straof sales and marketing for Elpro.
tegic investments, the company has
EVERSANA is piloting a variety
increased capacity in -20 °C to -70
of studies, both domestically and
internationally, that are using arti- °C capabilities.
Certain vaccines (including
ficial intelligence (AI) platforms,
COVID-19 vaccines) and biologic
along with passive radio f requency
identification (RFID) for geoposi- therapies require dry ice packaging
tioning, to enable improved predic- during transit. To meet the demand,
tive monitoring on package status. UPS Healthcare mapped roughly
“For many of these therapies—espe- 500 new trade lanes worldwide in
cially CGT products—the health- 2021 and scaled the production of
dry ice, using more than 3 million
care provider and the site of care
pounds of it to help safely move vacthat are also trying to coordinate
cines in 2021, says Gagnon.
patient care, so reliable, on-time
Meanwhile, to mitigate recent
deliver y of the CGT therapy is
supply and labor shortages, Sonoco
essential,” says Williams.
“The value comes f rom knowing ThermoSafe, a manufacturer of temhow to use the data, artificial intel- perature-controlled shipping containligence, and other advanced mod- ers and related engineered systems,
has increased its inventory thresheling to drive efficiency and enable
www.biopharminternational.com
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olds for both raw and finished materials. “This ensures that we are able to
supply our customers on time and in
full while we concurrently introduce
automation within our operations
where manual labor was previously
relied upon,” notes Ben VanderPlas,
the company’s director of engineering
and R&D. “We have also qualified
dual sources and/or identified alternative solutions that meet or exceed
existing specifications and qualifications—while meeting our robust
change-control procedures.”
To reduce risk, “we have further
diversified production across our
internal manufacturing network, to
ensure that redundancies are in place,
and we produce products at alternative sites if issues arise at a primary
site,” VanderPlas continues. “Multisourced strategies and opportunities
for material equivalencies will continue to drive down increasing raw
material costs and de-risk our own
supply chain.”

PACKAGING UPGRADES

Manufacturers of both active (requiring a power source or battery) and
passive (not relying on battery power)
shipping containers, and the insulating
materials and novel refrigerants and
phase-change materials (PCMs) they
rely on, have continued to innovate
to maintain the required refrigerated,
frozen, and deep-frozen temperatures
for longer periods of time. PCMs
are based on hydrated salts, paraffins, fatty acids, alcohols, and once
conditioned to the setpoint temperature, they are able to reliably store and
release energy to maintain ultralow
setpoint temperatures inside the container for the duration of the trip.
“ The COVID-19 challenge has
driven many global pharmaceutical
companies and their 3PL logistics
partners to reconsider packaging
selection as a strategic decision,” says
Vivian Berni, director, product mana g e m e n t a n d s t r a t e g i c m a rk e t www.biopharminternational.com

ing, Sonoco ThermoSafe. Sonoco
ThermoSafe recently conducted a
test shipment with the organization’s
new Pegasus ULD, which is said to
be the first passive bulk-temperature-controlled container for pharmaceutical use that is an approved
unit load device (ULD). The shipping process invol ved multiple
segments of ground and air transportation on a journey that exceeded 130
hours. The Pegasus ULD contains
a fully integrated, FAA-approved
telemetr y system, which provides
real-time, cloud-based data on both
payload and ambient temperature
and other environmental factors.
“ This shipment has demonstrated
the ability of the Pegasus ULD to
address two of the key challenges for
bulk passive pharmaceutical packaging technologies—providing long
duration (more than five days) thermal performance and easing operational handling f rom trucking to
ground handling to flying,” she adds.

When it comes to
CGT, there is more
momentum than
ever to bring these
innovative therapies
to market.
At the end of 2021, CSafe Global
acquired Softbox Systems, another
manufacturer of temperature-control packaging solutions. CSafe offers
highly engineered vacuum-insulated
panels that are constructed f rom a
microporous core material (such as
glass or silica fibers, foams, mineral or
glass, wool, and others) that is sandwiched between two pieces of multilayer laminate barrier film. These
slim-profile insulation panels provide
R-values (a measure of how insulation

resists the flow of heat) that are ten
times higher than conventional materials, says the company.

CGT—A GROWING
PORTION OF THE
PHARMA COLD CHAIN

When it comes to CGT, there is
more momentum than ever to bring
these innovative therapies to market.
Based on the current pipeline, FDA is
expected to approve 10 to 20 cell and
gene therapy products per year by 2025
“based on the current pipeline and clinical success rate of these products” (3).
Every CGT delivery requires a high
level of customization, so it is hard to
develop economies of scale. Approved
CGT therapies typically involve the
production of custom treatments in one
of two ways:
• Autologous therapies—Cells
(blood or tissue) are extracted
from that patient and that
biological material is modified
in a laboratory to produce the
therapy for the same patient
who contributed the starting
material, one vial at a time.
The process requires a complex,
closed-loop delivery cycle, and
as such, all starting biological
mater ia ls a nd t he f in ished
therapy must be safeguarded
at every moment in this highly
choreographed process.
• A l logeneic therapies— Cel ls
(blood or tissue) are extracted
from a suitable donor and that
biological material is modified
in a laboratory to produce small
batches of therapy, which can
then be infused into multiple
suitable patients over time.
This adds complexity in terms
of the need for temperaturecontrolled interim warehousing
and tightly scheduled cold chain
deliveries to multiple patients
in geog raphica l ly d ispa rate
locations. When it comes to
allogeneic therapies, studies
July 2022
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“CGT products tend to require
show that a single donor may
cryogenic temperatures, often below
be able to create doses for more
-150 °C, which requires the use of
than 200 patients (4).
liquid nitrogen as the cooling agent.
And the number and volume
of approved CGT products is on This is commonly achieved in a reusthe rise. According to ARM’s lat- able shipper with a structure capable of containing the liquid nitrogen
est Sector Report (March 2022)
(5), 2406 clinical trials were under- vapors (a dewar) and with a design
that is oriented to ship upright for
way globally for CGT, cell-based
optimal per f or mance, ” explains
immune-oncolog y therapies, and
other regenerative medicines at VanderPlas. “There is certainly more
the end of 2021. These address -80 °C storage capacity in the market
than ever before. If and when such
both prevalent diseases—59%
of the total—including diabetes, freezer farms can be equipped to be
Parkinson’s disease, macular degener- cold enough for CGT applications,
ation, stroke, congestive heart failure, that will help to enable adequate storand more, and rare diseases includ- age capacities for that growing voling sick cell disease, hemophilia, ume of CGT products,” he continues.
“We need to not become complamultiple sclerosis, amyotrophic latcent,” adds Coyle. “We need to coneral sclerosis and more. According to
tinue planning for the next pandemic
ARM, 2022 is likely to be a “record
or global disruption to be sure we are
year” for the approval of new gene
ready for whatever comes our way.”
therapies to treat rare diseases, with
“At the end of the day, choosing the
five such therapies up for approval in
right partner can provide a stabilizing
the US and Europe.

force in an inherently unstable environment,” says Williams.
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Catalent
For nearly three decades, Catalent Biologics has built
capabilities and expertise in development, manufacturing,
and analytical services, which now span new biological
entities, biosimilars, plasmid DNA (pDNA), cell and
gene therapies, vaccines, sterile injectables, mRNA,
and antibody-drug conjugates. More than 600 antibodies
and 160 recombinant proteins have been developed using
the company’s proprietary GPEx® cell line engineering
technology, which has led to 16 marketed biotherapeutics
and more than 160 active clinical trials. Additionally,
over 45 commercially-approved products have
employed Catalent Biologics’ manufacturing and
packaging capabilities.
To strengthen Catalent’s biologics drug substance
and drug product manufacturing capabilities, the
company announced a multi-year $350 million
investment at its facility in Bloomington, Indiana, to
serve the industry’s robust biologics pipeline across
various modalities with new bioreactors, syringe filling
lines, and additional lyophilization capacity, supported
by quality control laboratories and advanced automated
packaging. This expansion follows a series of recent
investments across Catalent Biologics’ global network,
including the modernization of its fill/finish and
packaging facility in Limoges, France, and the
acquisition of a new biologics development and
manufacturing facility near Oxford, United Kingdom.
Catalent Cell & Gene Therapy is an industry-leading
technology, development, and manufacturing partner
for advanced therapeutics. With a comprehensive cell
therapy portfolio and deep expertise in viral vector
development, scale-up and manufacturing, Catalent is
a full-service partner for pDNA, adeno-associated viral
(AAV) and other viral vectors, viral vaccines, induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and autologous and
allogeneic cell therapies.
Catalent also recently introduced its new, UpTempo
Virtuoso™ platform process for the development and
CGMP manufacturing of AAV vectors. The platform
standardizes and streamlines many time-consuming
manufacturing steps to significantly reduce the timeline
from gene to clinic, and enable rapid first-in-human
clinical evaluation.
Catalent’s newly added 30,900-square-foot
commercial-scale cell therapy manufacturing facility in
Princeton, New Jersey, is located within the University
Square Campus Park, and houses 16 suites for CGMP
production, as well as laboratories for analytical, quality
control, and microbiology testing.

Catalent Cell & Gene Therapy’s network also includes
US facilities in Maryland and Texas, a European center
of excellence in Belgium, and its cell innovation facility
in Germany. These sites offer a range of small- and largescale clinical and commercial manufacturing, as well as fill/
finish capabilities.
Using advanced technologies and tailored solutions
from clinical to commercial supply, Catalent brings better
biologic and advanced treatments to patients, faster.

Catalent
14 Schoolhouse Road, Somerset, NJ 08873 USA
Telephone: +1.888.765.8846
solutions@catalent.com
www.catalent.com
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Do Modeling and Simulation
Tools Really Benefit the
Biosimilar Industry?
MILI PATHAK, PRASHANT POKHRIYAL, RONAK PATEL, AND LAXMI ADHIKARY

Kateryna_Kon - Stock.adobe.com

ABSTRACT
The concept of end-to-end adoption of modeling and simulation tools for
biopharmaceuticals process development is still seen with mixed views
across industry professionals. The lack of standard analytics frameworks
leads to suboptimal output and limits their widespread applicability.
Additionally, the business impact of these tools are poorly understood
because of the dearth of case studies on them. In this article, the authors
present a business case study to investigate the returns from these
tools. The authors also extrapolate the benefits to the overall drug
development timelines and portfolio for the biosimilars industry.
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typical biosimilar process development consists of a production
bioreactor producing the metabolites (upstream process development [UPD]) and subsequent purification
steps consisting of chromatography and filtration steps, followed by fill/finish. FDA’s
guidance document, Process Validation: General
Principles and Practices (1) and the International
Council for Harmonisation guidelines on pharmaceutical development (2) recommend
the stages of process validation and specify
activities required for each stage in the product lifecycle. The product lifecycle has been
classified into three stages, in which stage 1
defines process design; stage 2 defines process
qualification; and stage 3 defines continued
process verification. In these defined lifecycle
approaches, stage 1 delivers the identification
of interactions between process parameters
(PPs) and critical quality attributes (CQA)
as well as the definition of a control strategy that aims to ensure high product quality.
Stage 2 demonstrates the validity of the chosen design (from stage 1) and the capability
to produce consistent product quality from a
commercial-scale process. Stage 3 takes care
of continuous monitoring of defined critical
quality attributes and parameters (defined
at stage 1 and qualified at stage 2) to which
operators should be alerted in case of unex-
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pected deviations from the state of control.
A set of process performance parameters
is required to ensure that the process is
working as anticipated to deliver product
quality attributes as expected.
Thus, based on different stages, the total
cost for a biosimilar development has been
estimated to be between $100 million and
$300 million (3–6). The cost of clinical
studies is expected to form a large portion (at least 75%) of the overall biosimilar development cost (3,5). The remaining
portion can be attributed to activities such
as product development, regulatory submission fees, and manufacturing multiple
batches of biosimilar products as part of
the development. The authors of this study
considered that 75% of the overall product development cost goes toward clinical development, translating to a clinical
development cost between $75 million and
$225 million. The remaining 25% was considered to go towards product development,
which accounts for approximately $25 million–$75 million.
Biosimilar development and commercialization timelines are estimated to be
7–10 years based on published articles (4,7).
Excluding approximately one year of the
regulatory review period, biosimilar product
development can be estimated to be around
www.biopharminternational.com
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six to nine years. The authors considered the following timelines for biosimilar development in line with the
previous estimate (7): three years for
product development (developing target
product profile, upstream development,
downstream development, formulation
development, stability testing, and analytical and functional characterization);
one year for Phase I clinical study to
establish a comparative pharmacokinetic study; three years for Phase III
clinical study (comparative safety, efficacy, and immunogenicity study); and
one year for regulatory review of marketing authorization application or biological license application.
Biosimilar product development
covers various activities including, but
not limited to, developing the target
product profile, upstream development,
downstream development, formulation development, stability testing,
and analytical and functional characterization. The key activities include
parameter screening (early stage development), parameter optimization and
process characterization, scale-up and
scale-down, and process validation.
Several modeling algorithms and tools
are available for both upstream and
downstream processing (DSP) for biologics development. Though modeling and simulation (M&S) tools have
been readily adopted by many industries worldwide, the bio/pharmaceuticals industry is a late adopter of these
technologies. The workf lows in the
bio/pharmaceutical industry are still
dependent on empirical data, and lesser
emphasis is placed on generating output by implementing M&S tools.
Drug discovery is given a greater
emphasis in the drug development process than process development, translating to greater industrial innovation
in the former. This emphasis stagnates
the progress of biosimilar development
organizations, which have process development as their core competency. In a
cut-throat competitive biosimilars market, the timeline for biosimilar developwww.biopharminternational.com

ment is of utmost importance, because
it directly correlates with the organization’s profitability. It is estimated that
even a minor reduction of three months
(i.e., one quarter) in the drug approval
timeline can increase the net present
value (NPV) of that drug (8). Modeling
and simulation tools can provide the
leverage needed to reduce timelines and
costs as well as improve robustness and
regulatory compliance (9).
Despite the perceived benefits of
M&S, the quantification of these tools
has been notoriously difficult, which
makes organizations reluctant to use
them. The conventional design-of-experiments (DoE) concept is effective for process development activities and could also
be used in conjugation with other modeling techniques. For DSP, mechanistic
modeling based on physiochemical phenomenon is well developed, and several
tools are available for the same. However,
a similar corollary cannot be drawn for
upstream processing (USP), because
pure-mechanistic modeling principles
are too complex to be adopted by the
industry. The alternative route is to apply
more robust and convenient data-driven
or hybrid models in USP and DSP.
This article attempts to provide a
clearer picture on this aspect from the
process development point of view. In
this article, the authors present a case
study in which prior knowledge and
experience are used to estimate the
amount of experiments (cost and time)
required for the process development
stage, using two scenarios: a traditional
approach and an approach employing
M&S tools for activities such as parameter screening, parameter optimization,
and process characterization.

CASE STUDY: TRADITIONAL
VS. M&S APPROACH
The cost contributions of DSP in biosimilar process development can be up
to 80% of the total process development
cost (10). Out of this, chromatography
steps amount to approximately 60% of
total downstream cost (11). With such

high stakes, it was imperative that a
M&S approach be demonstrated in this
case study on a chromatographic unit
operation for a biosimilar molecule.
Figures 1A and 1B list the steps
in chromatography unit operations for
which different parameters are studied. For example, column dimensions
and operating conditions will have
parameters such as bed height, bed
diameter, packing f low rate, column
pressure, type of resin, asymmetry,
and height equivalent to a theoretical
plate (HETP) range. Similarly, other
steps such as equilibration, loading,
wash, and elution will have parameters
including buffer composition, buffer
conductivity, buffer pH, load details,
elution column volume (CV), elution
gradient type, and peak collection criterion. Though the authors have exemplified the technical details specifically for
chromatography, the overall approach
can be extrapolated for the development
of any biosimilar unit operation.
Traditional approach

The experiments are generally performed empirically and through the
one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) approach.
The focus is on getting optimal conditions based on previous knowledge
of resins and molecules, which leads
to experiments that are more focused
around center points and significantly
reduced design space. This approach
might quickly provide initial optimization results, but it is more cumbersome
during the process characterization and
process validation steps. For example,
during initial screening experiments,
10 different resins are assumed to be
screened at a single condition, resulting
in 10 experiments. The condition could
be based on theoretical knowledge,
or it could be based on a platform
process that has already been applied
for a different molecule.
The resins are selected based on
bind and elute and /or separation
properties. Similarly, for determining bed height, a standard practice is
July 2022 BioPharm International 37
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Figure 1. Estimation of number of experiments for chromatography steps during
parameter screening, parameter optimization, process characterization, scale up
and scale down, and process validation using (A) traditional approaches and (B)
modeling and simulation (M&S) approach. (C) Comparison for traditional and M&S
approach with respect to number of experiments required at every stage (i.e.,
parameter screening, parameter optimization, process characterization, scale up
and scale down, and process validation).

experiments can be designed for various parameters in the initial parameter
screening stage (see Figure 1A).
Based on the range studies performed during parameter screening,
further experimentation is required
in a relatively narrower range during
the parameter optimization step.
Additionally, five to 10 experiments
can be done based on scale-up principles, including pilot-scale and at-scale
experiments. Because the factors were
not methodically evaluated, extensive
factorial studies must necessarily be
conducted during the process characterization step. A screening design
followed by full-factorial or fractional
factorial DoE incorporating different
process parameters is studied to define
the operating range, process acceptance
range, and characterized range. A separate OFAT experiment can also be
done to evaluate parameter edges.
A fter completion of the entire
process characterization study, independent effects, interaction effects,
critical process parameter (CPP),
key process parameter (KPP), and
non-critical process parameter or
non-key process parameter (NCPP/
NKPP) are determined and validated.
A minimum of five experiments in
R&D and five experiments in manufacturing is a probable-case scenario
for validation step.

to use a bed height of approximately
15 cm, which makes for a good starting point. An experiment could still
be performed even if the standard
height is not able to give a good resolution, or the experiment could be
38
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conducted based on a vendor’s recommendation for a pressure limit. In
the bind and elute mode, a lower bed
height (approximately 10 cm) may
be preferred to achieve maximum
productivity. In a similar way, other

www.biopharminternational.com
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M&S approach

Alternatively, process development can
proceed with an M&S approach integrated from the beginning. The focus
here is to gain process knowledge to
widen the design space as much as
possible and to optimize the process
along the way. Figure 1B presents
the list of experiments required with
a M&S approach, which is explained
with a few examples.
In case of parameter screening,
resin screening can be performed by
integrating the test with a mechanistic
model. If, for example, 10 resins are
evaluated, then a total of 30 experi-
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ments are required to evaluate binding
and elution coefficients across three
different pH conditions. The model
will also help to build correlations
for binding and elution coefficients
for the target product and both process- and product-related impurities.
Furthermore, the optimizer function
of the model can give a good range for
pH and conductivity, which are to be
used during further studies.
Similarly, for process residence
time, the mechanistic model generated
during resin screening will be useful
in deriving the association (binding)
and dissociation (elution) constants.
Thus, two breakthrough experiments,
the first at maximum loading capacity and the second derived from using
the previously constructed mechanistic
model, are sufficient at this stage. The
mechanistic model will subsequently
be updated with new data obtained at
every step of experimentation and will
thus provide a deeper insight. The
experimentations for other process
parameters at each step are also determined with a M&S approach during
initial screening.
Because all the parameters are well
understood during the initial screening experiments, a combination of
DoE experimentats could be applied
during the parameter-optimizing stage.
Because the model is already developed
during the parameter-screening step,
the parameters are already screened
down to lower levels while doing DoE.
The newly generated experimental data
can then be further merged with the
previously built mechanistic model to
get both the mechanism- and datadriven relation of CPP and KPP to
CQA and productivity. Moreover, as
the model is already calibrated up to
the optimization step, the predictions
from the model can be used to experimentally check the two best- and
worst-case scenarios during the process
characterization stage.
Few OFAT experiments could be
carried out to nail the operational
www.biopharminternational.com

range (OR), process acceptance range
(PAR), and characterized range (CR),
and, additionally, f ive to 10 experiments each for scale-up and scaledown. A total of five experiment runs
in R&D and f ive experiment runs
at-scale is a probable case scenario for
the validation step.
The mechanistic model is updated
at each step using the new data for better parameter estimation and robustness. A multivariate model can be built
in parallel, which would evolve and
incorporate potential CPPs along the
process development lifecycle. The
mechanistic/multivariate model can be
combined with the empirical/machine
learning model to form a hybrid model.
This hybrid model should be more
robust for different feeds, impurities,
and experimental conditions and could
be extrapolated for new molecules. A
chemometrics model (e.g., partial least
squares, ordinary least squares) can be
used for scale-up/scale-down and validation. Load variability of chromatography input should be covered before
scale-up/scale-down for both traditional and data analytics approaches.
As def ined in previous sections
and depicted in Figure 1C, the
M& S approach can reduce the
experimentation by around 30% to
60%. Even with more experimentation during the parameter screening and optimization step, a well
formulated M&S approach covers
most of the design space, is more
robust, and has better predictive power.

OVERALL IMPACT
OF DATA ANALYTICS
Taking an estimate of approximately
30 – 60% reduction in total experiments in process development through
the application of M&S tools, the
total process development cost of a
biosimilar is expected to be around
$10 million–$52.5 million, which is a
savings of about $15 million–$37.5
million for one product (Figure 2).
Assuming a similar reduction in the

product development timelines, the
modified timelines would be 2.8 to
4.9 years for one product (Figure 2).
Based on published estimates (8),
this saving of two to six calendar quarters in time-to-market can increase the
NPV of a drug from about 8% to more
than 26%, depending on the market
uptake, which can generate additional revenues for the organization.
Early market entry will also enable
organizations to capture the markets
faster than competitors. These types
of analyses can be easily combined
with existing models for more accurate R&D cost estimations.

PORTFOLIO
OPTIMIZATION WITH M&S
Biosimilar companies tend to simultaneously have multiple molecules
in their pipeline, each at different
stages of development. As outlined
in the previous sections, the application of M&S reduces the development lifecycle, which gives scope for
the organizations to accommodate
new molecules in their pipeline. In
this section, a case study will illustrate how M&S improves the business
capabilities of an organization and its
impact on short- and long-term goals.
The base case considers an organization with two molecules in the
process development pipeline simultaneously. At the end of seven years,
these molecules enter the regulatory
f iling and review stage. After four
years, the molecules enter the clinical
stages, and the organization is again
ready to take up two new biosimilar
molecules and start with early stage
development. Thus, with this model
of workflow, at the end of 16 years, the
organization will have six biosimilar
molecules ready for market.
Assuming similar human resources
and cost of goods are available at the
disposal, in the modified scenario with
M&S, the development time takes
between 2.8–4.9 years (as discussed in
the previous section) for a single molJuly 2022 BioPharm International 39
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Figure 2. Impact of modeling and simulation approach on total process development cost and time in comparison to
traditional approach. M&S is modeling and simulation.

ecule. In this scenario, the organization can launch the same number of
molecules (six biosimilars) in around
eight to nine years, thereby reducing
the timelines by nearly half. For ease
of understanding, the same calculations are being presented in Figure 2,
where it is shown that the total time
for a single biosimilar molecule is
considered to be four years, excluding
one year of regulatory filing time. In
some cases, organizations might not
prefer handling these many molecules
in the clinical trials simultaneously.
These situations can be resolved by
the increased involvement of contract
research organizations.

CONCLUSION
The impact of M&S tools goes beyond
cost and timelines. The number of
molecules in the pipeline are expected
to increase by 12% (12). An organization with any kind of biosimilar commercial model can benefit from these
tools. However, such efforts require a
cultural shift and wholehearted support from employees (13).
40
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The biosimilar industry as a whole
would significantly benefit from M&S
integration because this would lead
to better process robustness, control,
and understanding, thereby creating
a product with improved quality and
bring a new product a step closer to
patients safety and efficacy. The M&S
integration with processes would also
increase productivity and reduce costs
and timelines, translating to quicker
patient access to therapies. This will
ensure that patients in developing
economies, which are dependent on
therapies from biosimilar companies,
get better healthcare facilities.
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Material Management and the Impact
on Extractables and Leachables
By understanding potential material change, the impact on
patient safety can be understood and mitigated.
ANDREW FEILDEN

Monster Ztudio/Stock.Adobe.com

I

n the world of extractables and leachables (E&L), one
thing that is nearly guaranteed is that change will happen
with the materials used in the container closure system.
Management of these changes is the responsibility of the
drug product manufacturers.
Changes can be external, where the supplier changes
manufacturing, information, or availability of a component.
It can also be internal, where the drug manufacturer changes
the validated manufacturing process or use of the component. External changes can vary from small manufacturing
changes that are within manufacturing tolerances, such as
in-process changes to time, temperature, etc., to larger manufacturing changes, such as a site change. Larger or more
significant external changes can happen, such as a change
in the formulation of the material (e.g., additive change)
or stopping the manufacture of that particular material.
Internal changes can include changes in contact time with a
single-use container or the addition of a second supplier of
the material components. These internal or external changes
are not an exhaustive list but give a flavor of potential
changes that may occur.
www.biopharminternational.com

UNDERSTANDING CHANGES

In the Guidance for Industry: Changes to an Approved NDA or
ANDA, FDA details recommendations to holders of new drug
applications and abbreviated new drug applications, specifically on post-approval changes for drugs other than specific
biotechnology and specific synthetic biological products (1).
This guidance provides recommendations for post-approval
changes in components and composition, manufacturing sites
and process, specifications, container closure system, labeling,
miscellaneous changes, and related changes (1). According to
this guidance (1), these changes might require post-approval in
accordance with section 506A of the US Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act and Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title
21 s.314.70 (21 CFR 314.70) (2). These documents outline the
classification of a change (minor to major) and the regulatory
requirements for handling these different change levels.
A minor change, according to FDA guidance, has “minimal
potential to have an adverse effect on the identity, strength,
ANDREW FEILDEN is the European E&L strategic director for Element.
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quality, purity or potency of the drug
product as these factors may relate to
the safety or effectiveness of the drug
product” (1).
In CFR Title 21, FDA instructs
that the applicant must describe minor
changes in the next annual report (2).
In an FDA guidance, a moderate
change has “a moderate potential to
have an adverse effect on the identity,
strength, quality, purity or potency of
the drug product as these factors may
relate to the safety or effectiveness of
the drug product” (1).
Commonly, these changes require
that the drug manufacturer submit
a supplement called Changes Being
Effected in 30 Days (CBE-30). This
supplement will include information
describing the effects of the change.
The drug manufacturer must wait 30
days after submission of the CBE-30
before implementing the change and
must not implement the change if FDA
responds with a request for more information to support the change.
Finally, FDA states that a major
change has “a substantial potential to
have an adverse effect on the identity,
strength, quality, purity or potency of
a drug product as these factors may
relate to the safety or effectiveness of
the drug product” (1).
These changes require that the drug
manufacturer submit a prior approval
supplement (PAS). The drug manufacturer must wait for FDA approval of the
PAS before implementing the change.

HISTORIC MATERIAL CHANGES

Material changes can have an impact
on both product quality and the patient.
There are a few well-known examples.
The most quoted example was during
the period of 1998–2002 when there
was an increase in the incidence of antibody-positive pure red cell aplasia in
patients receiving subcutaneous administration of EPREX (epoetinum alfa).
At the time, two simultaneous changes
happened. Firstly, the drug product formulation was changed to include poly42
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sorbate 80; and secondly, the coated
stopper was replaced with an uncoated
one (3). Additional compounds were
observed in the leachable analysis of the
new product. However, these leachable
compounds were only observed when the
product contained both polysorbate 80
and used the uncoated stopper, but these
new leachable species were not observed
when both were used separately.
In the early days of E&L testing, prior
to appropriate change management, a
change in the composition of the material was first known upon a test being
conducted and a new extractable profile—
or worse, a leachable profile was observed.
Because leachables typically take time
to form, this observation implied that
a change happened, potentially, many
months prior. This first E&L observation was also before the seminal document by the Product Quality Research
Institute on Safety Thresholds and Best
Practices for Extractables and Leachables in
Orally Inhaled and Nasal Drug Products
in 2006 (4). This recommendation has
set the scene for E&L testing in the years
following. Despite this being only a recommendation, it was authored with FDA
and Health Canada involvement.

INHALATION AEROSOLS
AND SPRAYS, SINGLE-USE
SYSTEMS, AND BIOLOGICS

Inhalation aerosols and sprays are
deemed to have the highest likelihood
of packaging component-dosage form
interaction and the highest degree of
concern based on the route of administration. As such, it is not too surprising
that most of the early work on regulatory requirements focused on orally-inhaled and nasal drug products. It
was groups such as the International
Pharmaceutical Aerosol Consortium
on Regulation & Science that initiated
and built on supply chain interaction
and understanding. The group’s initial
work was published in the 2011 paper,
“Recommended Baseline Requirements
for Materials Used in Orally Inhaled
and Nasal Drug Products (OINDP),”

and a subsequent update was provided
in 2017 (5).
It is also not necessarily the direct
container closure system that can cause
problems with patient safety and product
quality. Around 2010, there were product recalls due to the wooden pallets on
which product boxes were stored. A biocide used to treat the pallets had degraded,
and one of its degradants—2,4,6-tribromoanisole (TBA) migrated into the products and tainted them. The TBA has a
very low odor threshold, meaning that
very small amounts can cause unpleasant
musty and moldy aromas. A total of 55
million bottles of Tylenol were recalled
in a six-month period in 2010 due to this
issue (6). This incident resulted in several
pharmaceutical companies ceasing the use
of wooden pallets to transport products.
Material changes can have potentially
more impact on biologics that are manufactured with single-use systems. A particular biologic can be impacted by small
amounts of leachable species. The exact
mechanism of this is unknown. The most
quoted example of this is “Identification
of a Leachable Compound Detrimental
to Cell Growth in Single-Use Bioprocess
Containers,” a research article by
Amgen (7). Researchers found that a
trace amount of a breakdown product of
a common antioxidant, Irgafos 168, was
detrimental to cell growth. The level of
this antioxidant was far lower than typical
screening levels that would be required
due to typical toxicological concerns.
Additionally, it is well known that
biologics/peptides are at significant risk
from reaction with E&L. The biggest
risk relates to covalent bond formation
for which there are several well-known
examples. One example includes the
reaction of the common leachable from
halo butyl rubbers. This leachable, the
C13 halogenated aliphatic, can undergo an
SN2 reaction with the protein, forming a
new chemical species.
Acrylic acid, which can be used as
the glue in syringes, is known to modify
peptides either through the lysine side
chain or through histidine by a Michael
www.biopharminternational.com
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addition reaction. The level of modification was reported at 0.2–5% of a
range of proteins (8).
Other reactions can happen, such
as the Schiff base reaction of breakdown products of butylated hydroxy
toluene and acylation reactions (9).
It is often observed when materials
undergo sterilization, which causes
additives, such as antioxidants, to
degrade and form potential reaction
products. It is important to mention that if these antioxidants were
not present, the polymer would very
rapidly degrade, and the container
c losure would no longer be useable. It is, therefore, likely that any
changes with materials used with
biologics could have a more significant impact on patient safety (either
because of safety or efficacy) than
those with small molecules or medical devices. Further work is in progress to help identify potential issues
with common leachables.

THE FUTURE

Downstream Processing —

It behooves drug
developers to select
resins that have good
column packing
properties ...

Contin. from page 28

designing resins and developing their
own manufacturing processes. Of
course, Malmquist observes, it also
behooves drug developers to select resins that have good column packing
properties and high alkaline stability
to maximize the likelihood of a robust
manufacturing process at scale.
S e l e c t i o n o f t h e re s i n , s a y s
Boulbrima, is done based on performance studies, which he suggests
might still qualify as a light QbD
early-identification activity. “Even
during resin screening,” Pleitt adds, “an
understanding of the desired performance and outputs is needed. While
the overall process performance may be
undefined, understanding the expectations for the unit operation from the
start—clearance of various impurities,
ability to accommodate variability in
the feed stream, etc.—is important,”
she contends.
www.biopharminternational.com

Cumulatively, this leads to the importance
of understanding the materials used in
container closure systems and manufacturing systems for biologics and peptides
to avoid potential issues—rather than
solving them after the event. Having
appropriate data on materials used for
biologics/peptides can assist in reducing
the risk of interaction with leachables.
Appropriate data includes extractable data
obtained from studies that are undertaken on sterilized/treated materials under
appropriate extraction conditions (where
extractables can be correlated with leachables) with sufficient sensitivity.
What does the future hold? As mentioned at the start of the article, change
is inevitable, but there are some potential new changes coming. There is a push
for greener materials and the reduction
of single-use plastics. Will the additive
packages change to allow polymers to
be depolymerized back to the starting monomers so they can potentially

MORE EFFECTIVE
CONTROL STRATEGIES

A QbD approach involves leveraging development data to establish CPPs early in the development
process, focusing on process characterization (PC) study parameters,
identifying impacted CQAs, and minimizing rework, notes Marcia Kary,
principal scientist, downstream process
development with Catalent Biologics.
“The PARs generated by the PC study
give a more complete process understanding and ensure process control
when later process changes or situations arise,” she says.

be used as virgin materials rather than
recycled? It is through an understanding
of the likelihood and impact of change
that potential patient safety can be understood and mitigated.
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In addition, Malmquist believes a QbD
approach allows developers of affinity
chromatography processes to focus on the
most important aspects of the step and
pinpoint the CPPs that are important to
control in order to ensure product quality.
Pleitt goes further, noting that ideally the increased process understanding
gained by using a QbD approach should
allow for more process flexibility and
reduced emphasis on end-product testing. Today, she says, control strategies for
biopharmaceutical production frequently
involve tight constraints on process
parameters and material attributes with
extensive end-product testing.
“A QbD mindset enriches the process understanding and can help identify
and characterize a wider design space. By
linking parameter performance and material attributes to unit operation outputs,
it helps process developers move away
from the lowest level of control and
makes it possible for them to focus on
the inputs that truly impact the product,” Pleitt concludes. ◆
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BioIVT
The field of advanced therapeutics, including cell
and gene therapy, continues to hold remarkable
promise for the treatment of cancer and other chronic conditions. BioIVT’s immune cell portfolio includes
everything you need to develop advanced therapies. From
industry-standard leukapheresis products to
timesaving, ready-to-use isolated immune cell subsets, we
provide the cells you need, when you need them.
Through our 300 worldwide collection sites, we
have an extensive network of healthy, recallable
donors and truly representative starting material
from oncology, autoimmune and infectious
disease-state donors.

LEUKOMAX® Leukopaks
and Purified Immune Cell Subsets

BioIVT’s large, recallable donor pool ensures consistency
and scale for your therapeutic research. And because our
global collection centers are strategically located near
biotech hubs, we provide fresh specimens that can be
seamlessly integrated into your workflow.
Our QC process ensures that cells meet the
highest standards of viability, purity and quantity. Our
global collection sites are equipped to handle any
post-collection cell processing your workflow requires.
These services include:
• Isolation of cellular material, including fresh
PBMCs, T cells, NK cells, monocytes and
Dissociated Tumor Cells for TIL therapies
• Sourcing immune cells from peripheral blood,
bone marrow, or cord blood
• High-definition characterization, including
HLA typing, Fc receptor genotyping, and
CMV IgG serology
• Optimized cryopreservation protocols for
leukopaks and purified immune cell subsets to
maximize cell viability.

Disease State Leukopaks and PBMCs

Control more variables in your autologous therapy
research with PBMCs isolated from disease state donors—
including leukemia and lymphoma patients. At BioIVT,
we take pride in our IRB-approved, donor-consented
collection methods that prioritize patient safety. For
more information on how BioIVT ethically collects
biospecimens, please visit our Regulatory Resources page.
Whether you’re developing a cell therapy, gene
therapy or a manufacturing platform to support either,
our experts will work with you to ensure you get the cells
you need, when you need them. Find out more about how
BioIVT can be your premier immune cell provider at
https://info.bioivt.com/cell-gene-therapy.

Human AB Serum–RUO and GMP

Maximize your cell expansion with our Researchand GMP-grade Human AB Serum, produced with
the strictest quality control standards and available
in off-the-clot and plasma-derived varieties. BioIVT
offers heat inactivation and gamma irradiation to
improve reproducibility and safety. Donors of specific
serum lots can also be recalled for added lot-to-lot
consistency. BioIVT also offers custom packaging
solutions, including industry-standard 100mL bottles
or closed-system, sterile weldable bags.
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BioIVT
PO Box 770
Hicksville, NY 11802-0770
Phone: 516-483-1196
customerservice@bioivt.com
www.bioivt.com

The Complete Immune
Cell Solution
• Industry-standard
LEUKOMAX® leukopaks
• Ready-to-use isolated
immune cell subsets
• RUO- and GMP-grade
Human AB Serum
Our nine global donor
centers are strategically
located to bring you fresh
or cryopreserved products.

Learn How BioIVT Can Support Your
Cell & Gene Therapy Research by visiting:
https://info.bioivt.com/cell-gene-therapy

© 2022 BioIVT. BIOIVT, ELEVATING SCIENCE and LEUKOMAX are registered trademarks of BioIVT, LLC.
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Improved Formulations to Enable
Stable Delivery of Biologics
How dry powder techniques can overcome limitations in
biologics development and delivery to broaden routes
of administration and global accessibility.

T

here is a growing demand for biologics spurred by
clinical success, favorable safety data, and the ability
of biologics to target the underlying cause of disease.
Progress in proteins, peptides, nucleic acids, vaccines, and
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) has allowed biologics to
advance quickly, especially in recent years. According to an
article in Molecules, 25% of new chemical entities approved
by FDA between 2015 and 2019 were biologics (1). Perhaps
the most striking recent example of the demand for biologics is the rapid scale-up and application of messenger RNA
(mRNA) vaccines to treat COVID-19. Though progress has
been swift, challenges have created barriers to global adoption due to complications related to formulation, thermostability, and drug delivery.
Biologics originate from living organisms, have large
molecular weights, and generally cannot be chemically synthesized. This means they are vulnerable to the environment
and require extreme care to formulate, manufacture, and
store (2). As biologics are large molecules with primary,
secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structures, they are also
46
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sensitive and expensive to produce (3). While biologics
are conventionally delivered intravenously in liquid form,
liquid formulations exhibit chemical and physical stability
problems. Conversely, biologics formulated as a dry powder
are more stable and are less prone to degradation, but drug
manufacturers must consider shelf stability as well as which
excipients and formulation conditions will enable a longer
shelf life. Additionally, the chemical and physical properties
of the final product must be considered during formulation
to fit the route of administration.
This article explores technological innovations that could
overcome challenges in formulation and the delivery of biologics—especially for respiratory diseases where inhaled drug
delivery offers a significant advantage—to address the need
for scale-up of biologics to benefit a broad range of patients.
ROBERT O. WILLIAMS III, PhD, is the division head and professor of
molecular pharmaceutics and drug delivery at The University of Texas at
Austin, College of Pharmacy; the Johnson & Johnson centennial chair in
pharmacy at the University of Texas at Austin, College of Pharmacy; and
the technology inventor/special advisor for TFF Pharmaceuticals.
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OVERCOMING THE
CHALLENGES OF ORAL
DELIVERY OF BIOLOGICS

A major issue for respiratory and lung
conditions treated via oral therapies is
that a lower amount of drug reaches the
lung with a higher amount delivered
systemically, which can reduce effectiveness and lead to potentially life-threatening toxicities. Vaccines are one example
of a biologic that when delivered directly
to the respiratory system, rather than
through systemic injections, can offer
significant advantages and sidestep challenges of oral delivery. The lungs have
a large surface area and thin peripheral
epithelium, so the administration of
vaccines directly to this area allows for
faster onset of action (4). Additionally,
vaccines administered by inhalation
directly into the respiratory system can
stimulate the mucosal membrane surface,
an advantage for immunity as it triggers
the memory T-cell immune response
at the site of infection, which can allow
for quicker neutralization of the virus
and serve as a prevention strategy for
infectious diseases (5).
While delivery of respiratory drugs,
including vaccines, is a potential route
to overcoming the challenges of oral
delivery, vaccine formulation has its
own challenges and requires appropriate
development, manufacturing, distribution, and storage considerations. While
vaccines are commonly refrigerated
between 2–8 ˚C, they should ideally be
stored at ambient temperatures with a
long shelf life to reduce cost for both
storage and distribution (6). Sensitive
vaccines, such as mRNA vaccines,
require even colder temperatures to
preserve activity. However, vaccines in
liquid form cannot be frozen, as this
process induces stress to the mixture and
can cause irreversible changes to protein shape and therefore function (6).
Common vaccine adjuvants, such as aluminum salts, also cannot be frozen and
require expensive cold chain storage for
distribution (7,8). Excipients and other
stabilizers can improve the stability of
www.biopharminternational.com

liquid vaccines, but reformulation via dry
powders offers a more elegant solution.
Dry powder formulations can improve
thermostability, avoiding or minimizing requirements of cold chain storage;
improve aerosol properties for directto-lung or nose delivery; and offer
greater flexibility for convenient routes
of administration, all at a lower dose—
thereby improving safety and efficacy.
Nebulizers and metered-dose inhalers
deliver drugs in liquid form, which can
expose biologics to harsh conditions
and inconvenience patients with a longer administration time, while dry powder formulations can be delivered using
a standard inhaler, intranasally, and/or
reconstituted for injection (3,9).
However, formulating biologics into
dry powders is no easy task. To maintain activity and potency, biologics must
retain their physical and chemical structure, which introduces challenging formulation questions. There is an unmet
need for a formulation and delivery technology that can create biologics with
aerosolization properties that also maintain structural integrity and stability
to improve drug delivery of biologics.
Addressing this need could transform
the pharmaceutical space and improve
the treatment process for millions of
patients being treated with biologics.

CURRENT TECHNIQUES IN
DRY POWDER DEVELOPMENT

Research has revealed properties of dry
powders that are favorable for aerodynamic delivery to the lungs and other
areas, including a highly porous surface
area and small, submicron, and micronsized particles (10). However, depending
on the modality of the drug, physical and
chemical degradation can occur during
the drying process, and the choice of
technique must be carefully considered.
Techniques to produce inhalable pharmaceutical powders include:
• Spray drying (SD), or spraying
solutions into dried hot air. This
can be used to produce products
for inhalation but is mostly limited

to small molecules and proteins
that are not thermally sensitive (2).
• Nano-milling is one of the most
common processes to improve
the bioavailability of poorly
water-soluble drugs. The process
involves wet milling, or dispersion
of particles through impact, to
mechanically decrease particle size
and increase surface area and has
ideal properties for oral, injectable,
and inhalable administration (11).
Increasing surface area increases
dissolution rate and, therefore,
increases bioavailability, but
conditions can be harsh.
• Shelf freeze-drying (shelf
FD)/lyophilization is a common
process for producing stable protein
particles and dry powder vaccines.
The process involves using a freeze
dryer known as a lyophilizer to
freeze liquid drugs and sublimate
the solvent until a powder is
formed (3). A disadvantage of
shelf FD is that the powder must
be further processed by milling to
improve particle size and surface
area. Unfortunately, for proteins,
this causes mechanical stress,
resulting in degradation, uneven
particle size distribution, and low
yield of the expensive biologic (3).
Despite this challenge, shelf FD is
almost exclusively used for products
that are temperature sensitive, but
the process can take days, creating
inconvenience for manufacturing
and distribution (12).
• Spray freeze-drying (SFD)
combines the advantages of
f reeze-drying and traditional
spray drying to produce highly
porous particles, which is an
advantage for inhalation (2). The
SFD process involves spraying an
aqueous solution through a highpressure nozzle into a cold gas
vapor above liquid nitrogen. The
resulting powder has a high surface
area, and droplet shape and size
can be customized with various
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atomization nozzles and spray
rates (13). Some limitations are
the large phase-liquid interface
and shear stress, which results
in challenges in formulating
proteins (2). Also, atomization
of the liquid through the
high-pressure nozzle causes
degradation of surfaceactive proteins and loss of
activity (14).
• Spray freezing into liquid
(SFL) involves spraying the
liquid formulation directly into a
liquid cryogen, a substance used
to produce very low temperatures.
This has a slower freezing rate
than SFD, which results in a lower
surface area, improving stability
by lowering the risk of water
adsorption (3). SFL produces
protein powders with better
properties than SFD, including
less adsorption, aggregation,
and denaturation, and higher
enzymatic activity (15).
Notably, SFD, SFL, and shelf FD
all avoid the use of heat, which can
denature proteins (13). Despite the
advantages these technologies offer, the
properties of powders produced by SFD,
SFL, and shelf FD may not be ideal for
inhalation, especially in the context of
biologics, as these techniques can cause
aggregation—abnormal association of
proteins into larger aggregate structures—leading to loss of activity (15).

THIN-FILM FREEZING
AND IMPROVING THE
DELIVERY OF BIOLOGICS

Thin-film freezing (TFF) is an advanced
formulation process that can produce stable protein particles of submicron size and
is potentially ideal for overcoming some
of the challenges described above. The
process is described in the following steps:
• A drug, with or without inactive
ingredients (excipients), is dissolved
in a solvent system.
• The product is applied to a
cryogenically cooled surface,
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typically of a stainless-steel
drum (13,16). This flash freezing
results in a frozen thin film.
• The frozen solvent system is
removed by sublimation, and the
collection of the powder produces
a high yield—almost 10 0%
compared to 80% with SFD (15).
• The powder is processed to create
drugs for targeted administration
via inhalation, intranasal delivery,
reconstitution for injection, or
topically to the skin or eye.
TFF technology was originally
developed to improve drugs with poor
water solubility and shows advantages
over other cryogenic techniques used
for preparing biologics, creating unique
particle characteristics that are advantageous for inhalation (17,18). The powder is porous with a large surface area
and low density that can be aerosolized
to facilitate delivery to the lungs, nose,
and eyes. TFF has a similar cooling
rate to SFL but can form high surface
area particles, which is advantageous
for inhaled therapies. Additionally, the
cooling rate can be more easily controlled (1). TFF has also been shown to
maintain protein stability and bioactivity and to cause less denaturation compared to other techniques (14,18,19).
TFF is especially convenient for the
development of vaccine formulations.
Repeated freezing and thawing of a dry
powder vaccine containing aluminum
salts formulated using TFF did not
show aggregation following reconstitution (8). TFF can also maintain drug
activity after high-temperature storage.
The immunogenicity of a TFF dry powder vaccine was preserved after storage
temperatures as high as 40 ˚C for up to
three months, which is a major advantage for cold chain logistics (20).
TFF technology is being applied to
multiple therapies, including biologics, currently in preclinical and clinical
development and holds relevance for
delivery of respiratory treatments, as
it allows for targeted delivery of therapy to the lungs with a faster onset of

action and reduced systemic side effects.
One application where TFF technology can provide a significant advantage is the use of dry powder mAbs
for COVID-19. TFF has been shown
to produce better aerosol properties
of mAbs compared to shelf FD, and
a dry powder version of a mAb tested
in vivo successfully neutralized SARSCoV-2 infection and reduced viral load
(21,22). Delivery of the TFF dry powder COVID-19 antibody to infected
hamsters resulted in a dose-dependent
reduction of viral load when the administration was initiated 24 hours after
infection with SARS-CoV-2 (21). TFF
is also being applied to improve the
delivery of non-biologic antiviral therapies for COVID-19, including remdesivir and niclosamide, and could offer
a promising alternative for outpatient
COVID-19 treatment (23).

THE FUTURE OF
BIOLOGICS DRUG DELIVERY

Lessons learned in recent years, including during the rapid deployment and
production of mRNA vaccines to prevent COVID-19, have made the need
for innovative technologies that optimize drug formulation, delivery, stability,
administration, and distribution of biologics apparent. Processing methods and
excipients must be considered for different routes of administration to develop
characteristics that can overcome biological barriers and improve delivery.
Non-invasive therapies that are stable
at room temperature could eliminate the
need for ultra-cold chain refrigeration
and reduce logistics costs, making medicines more accessible globally. More
targeted delivery for biologicscould also
improve the efficacy of these therapies,
especially for respiratory diseases.
While dry powder formulations offer
a logical solution to overcome the challenges of liquid delivery of biologics,
not all conventional dry powder techniques are amenable to biologics formulation and delivery. TFF technology
has emerged as a promising particle
www.biopharminternational.com
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engineering technique for developing
dry powders for pharmaceuticals, which
overcome the challenges of other techniques when it comes to temperature
stability, water solubility, and absorption.
TFF has been successfully applied to
prepare dry powders of proteins and
biological products, which subsequently
maintain their structure and functional
activity with optimal aerosol performance and improved thermostability,
overcoming cold chain storage limitations. Other dry powder technologies
continue to emerge, including the use
of microwave energy as the heat source
for sublimation to enable uniform drying
and the use of lyosphere, which can form
small beads for easy-to-dispense doses
(2).As researchers continue to advance
biologics, further development of dry
powder technology will be essential to
scale up and improve the delivery of
these therapies to better support access,
convenience, and efficacy for patients.
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Ask the Expert

The Difference between Electronic
Records Retention and Archiving
An SOP for electronic-records archiving is a regulatory requirement and
good for business, says Siegfried Schmitt, vice president, Technical at Parexel.
In a recent audit, we received an observation because we do not have a standard
operating procedure (SOP) for the archiving of
electronic records. We keep our electronic data
and records on our live systems. Why would we
need such a procedure?

A:

The short answer is because the regulations stipulate this. “For new systems, a
Validation Summary Report for each computerized system should be in place and state (or provide reference to) at least the following procedure
for data archiving (processes and responsibilities),
including procedures for accessing and reading
archived data” (1). It is, however, sensible to look
at the reasons behind this requirement and why
it is also good business sense to have such a SOP
in place. Data and records that are governed by
the healthcare regulations must be retained and
be available throughout the mandated retention
periods for the respective records. In the case of
clinical data, this can be 25 or more years, and
for manufacturing records (paper or electronic),
this is typically five or more years.
Over such a period of time, almost every computerized system undergoes modifications for a
variety of reasons. These include patching the
system (e.g., for security), installation of new
software modules (e.g., for enhanced usability), system upgrades, system retirement, or system replacement. Any of these changes may or
will affect the electronic records in the system.
Depending on the impact, it can or will be necessary to remove the records from the system and
store them in an archive.
Despite best intentions and good planning,
there is always the possibility of an unexpected
need to archive electronic records. That could
be because of an unforeseen system failure or
because the system performance falls below
acceptable levels. It is not acceptable to wait until
such an event occurs to write a procedure for the
archiving of records and data; instead, it is essential to prepare the SOP well in advance.

Archiving electronic records is rarely trivial.
Simply printing out the records is unlikely to
either assure the entire record is captured or to be
compliant with the regulations (paragraph 7.7.2
in reference 2). Archiving must take into consideration the regulations for automated systems
and the guidance on data integrity, especially:
• If data are transferred to another data format
or system, validation should include checks
that data are not altered in value and/or
meaning during this migration process (2).
• Data may be archived. These data should
be checked for accessibility, readability,
and integrity (2).
Practical guidance has been published by
various regulatory authorities (3,4) and industry associations (e.g., Appendix O1: Retention,
Archiving, and Migration in reference 5).
In summary, having an electronic-records
archiving SOP in place is not only a regulatory
requirement, but it also makes sense from a
business perspective. After all, you want to be
sure that you can access your data and records
throughout their lifespan and to be certain that
the values and information therein is still correct
and complete. Writing the SOP, however, is only
a first step, implementing the process and validating it are the necessary and logical next steps.
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